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Continuously Updated As I Have Time 

 

 

 

Subject:  Unmasking the Facts – Is the Mask Worse Than the Disease – Continually Updated 
 

 

 Link to report:  http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/UnmaskingtheFacts.pdf  
 

 MOST TITLES LINK TO THE REPORTS RESEARCHED  

“The foolish reject what they see, not what they think. 

The wise reject what they think, not what they see.” 
Huang-Po 

Little Zen Calendar 

July 9, 2014 

“Sit down before fact as a little child be prepared to give up every 

preconceived notion, follow humbly wherever and to whatever 

abyss nature leads or you shall learn nothing.” 
Thomas Henry Huxley 

Little Zen Calendar 

September 4, 2020 

 

 

http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/UnmaskingtheFacts.pdf
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Abstract: (Professional sources and references used wherever possible) 

 
Attached are ongoing research on professional studies and other research regarding forced masking currently in some 28 states. 

1) This document contains 74 pages including scores of professional statements, cases & studies; most linking to the source 

material. Cases AGAINST forced masking are overwhelming and increasing daily. 

2) This material was prepared from primarily professional sources, medical, scientific, academic and legal, see below. 

3)  I am NOT making up these findings in this research so PLEASE do not shoot the messenger.  

4) The report sources are: (partial list)  
a) The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, Director of Center for National Center of Immunization and 

Respiratory Disease, New England Journal of Medicine, Many other physicians in America, Louisiana, Attorney 

General and former Alabama Supreme Court Judge  Roy Moore, CDC, Hillsdale College  (The only private non 

subsidized college in America), Scientists & epidemiologist, Statements by countries not enforcing masking.  

6) Wearing masks will not reduce the virus SARS-CoV-2 or the disease COVID-19.  

7) The predominant states mandating masks are blue states with democratic governors. 

8) Louisiana AG says state governors have no power to make substantive law even in an emergency. 

9) Corona virus death toll is heavily concentrated in Democratic congressional districts. 

10) Forced mask wearing is not supported by the state or U.S. Constitutions or consent of the govern. 

11)  Netherlands is citing there is no scientific evidence masks are effective against spread. 

12) A 6 month study in Severells Surgical Unit in Colchester England by the surgeons and staff found that when they wore 

no masks for 6 months the rate of infection was less than half what it was for previous 4 years. (Page 17, #6) 

13) In 1989 another study found that caps and masks were not necessary during cardiac catheterization as no infections were 

found in any patient regardless of whether a cap or mask was used. (Page 18, #9)  

14) A general surgical team wore no masks I half of their surgeries for two years.  After 1527 operations performed with 

masks, the wound infection rate was 4.7%, while after 1551 operations performed without masks; the wound infection 

rate was only 3.5%, i.e. 35% less. (Page`9, #10) 

15) In a 2001 study by Skinner and Sutton concluded that "the evidence for discontinuing the use of surgical face masks 

would appear to be stronger than the evidence available to support their continued use." 

16) And this is just a sample of the data I found. 

17) In Sweden, recognizing the lack of evidence supporting the use of masks ceased requiring them in 2010 for 

anesthesiologists and other non-scrubbed personnel in the operating room. “Our decision to no longer require routine 

surgical masks for personnel not scrubbed for surgery is a departure from common practice. But the evidence to support 

this practice does not exist,” wrote Dr. Eva Sellden. (Page 20, #15)  
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PART 1 – Original Release July 29, 2020 

1.  Mask Facts - Link to the best detailed analysis supporting NOT wearing a mask below 
 This report was written by Marilyn M. Singleton, MD and JD of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons. 

o  https://aapsonline.org/mask-facts/ 

 OUTLINE HIGHLIGHTS  of above 7 page report 

1) Wearing masks will not reduce SARS-CoV-2 (the virus), aka COVID-19 (the disease) 
2) Note: SARS-CoV-2 is the virus and COVID-19 is the disease. 

3) Penetration of cloth masks by particles was 97%  

4) Penetration of medical masks by particles was 44% 

5) 3M Vflex 9105 N95 (0. 1%) or 3M 9320 N95 (less than 0.01%) 

6) N95 masks protect health care workers, but are not recommended for source control transmission. 

7) Surgical masks are better than cloth but not very efficient at preventing emissions from infected patients. 

8) Reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection. 

9) The virus may survive on the surface of the face masks. 

10) A contaminated cloth may transfer pathogen from the mask to the bare hands of the wearer. 

11)  Patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 wore masks and coughed into a Petrie dish.  Both surgical and cotton 

masks seem to be ineffective….. 

12) “….wide use of masks by healthy people in community settings is not supported by current evidence and 

carries uncertainties and critical risks.” 

i. “Medical masks should be reserved for health care workers.”  We don’t routinely recommend the use of face 

masks by the public to prevent respiratory illness,” … 

ii.   And we certainly are not recommending that at this time for this new virus.”  
1. Dr. Nancy Messonnier, Director of Center for National Center of Immunization and Respiratory Disease. 

13) “We know that wearing a mask outside health care facilities offers little, if any, protection from infection….”  

New England Journal of Medicine. 

i. Early reports are showing people with COVID-19 with low Vitamin D do worse than those with normal 

levels.  Perhaps this is why shut-ins do so poorly. 

14) If you are sick stay home! 

https://aapsonline.org/mask-facts/
https://www.hopkinsguides.com/hopkins/view/Johns_Hopkins_ABX_Guide/540747/all/Coronavirus_COVID_19__SARS_CoV_2_
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2.  A number of governors (mostly blue) including Montana Bullock (D) Force State Citizens 

to wear masks with no statistically significant Evidence 

 I count 28 states or 56% of the 50, who ordered forced masking.  

 Can you see a pattern among the states in these 3 pictographs? 

 The following 11 states have forced masking PLUS: 

 Democrat Governors (Blue)  + a High count of federal cases  

o (states with bright red in lower right chart) 

 WA, CA, NM, CO, NC, VA, NY, PA, NJ, MA, DE 

 Texas is only Republican Governor with forced masking PLUS  

 high count of federal cases. 

 Blue state governors are not only using forced masking but  

These states served with high count of federal indictments.  

 

 

 
  

 

 
Red States (26) = Republican Governors Jan 2020 

Blue States (24) = Democratic Governors Jan 2020 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_governors
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/19/us/states-face-mask-coronavirus-trnd/index.html
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3.  Ben Garrison, our local Lakeside Montana graphic political artist AND Q 

 
 

Click on meme and sign up for Ben Garrison’s free emails.  https://grrrgraphics.com/  

 

 2020-08-07 Foundation for Moral Law 

COVID & Mask Law 
  

  

https://grrrgraphics.com/
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-08-07%20Foundation%20for%20Moral%20Law%20COVID%20&%20Mask%20Law.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-08-07%20Foundation%20for%20Moral%20Law%20COVID%20&%20Mask%20Law.pdf
https://grrrgraphics.com/face-mask-hell?vgo_ee=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp8cjrz5ZyNpB
https://www.qmap.pub/read/4637
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4.  Check Out “This West is Our West”: (Incredible work Lauralee!) 
 View last report in your browser.  

 View current July 28, 2020 report in your browser. (MUST READ).  
 More recent posting on their web site: http://www.thiswestisourwest.com/ 

 Especially note the following articles: 

a) Special Interview with Dr. Russell Blaylock on Face Masks and COVID-19 
a. For anyone with a number of medical conditions (i.e., diabetes, cancer, COPD, 

emphysema, asthma, heart trouble, etc.), should NEVER, EVER wear a face mask. For 
the healthy, wearing a mask is a huge risk to your health, especially in suppressing your 
immune system. Government mandates are taking NONE of this into account when 
forcing everyone in society to wear a mask. Please share this interview with anyone you 
care about. 

b) To Idaho Citizens  - Karen Schumacher wraps up the takings of the state perfectly and warns 

state to stop it. (Must Read) 

a. Executive orders are not laws –  

i. “Louisiana AG Jeff Landry states the Governor has no power to make substantive 
law through an executive order, even in an emergency….” 

ii. “Louisiana AG Jeff Landry Urges Governor John Bel Edwards To Follow 

Constitution…” 
1. “Under our Constitution, the person tasked with the authority to make decisions on the legal 

business of the State of Louisiana is the Attorney General,” wrote General Landry. 
2.  “My ultimate clients are the citizens, not the Governor’s office or any one department 

or agency of state government.” 

3. Now here is a rare state AG who knows the truth and practices it! ( Jack’s note) 
 

 

c) Dear humans: face masks don’t work: study published by CDC 

 

https://mailchi.mp/b7571cb6b975/us-food-security-and-farmers-livelihoods-at-stake-7990441?e=fdf82fd7a6
https://mailchi.mp/4cb7dc0cb3ba/us-food-security-and-farmers-livelihoods-at-stake-7992077?e=fdf82fd7a6
http://www.thiswestisourwest.com/
http://thiswestisourwest.com/index.cfm/in-the-news/special-interview-with-dr-russell-blaylock-on-face-masks-and-covid-19/
http://thiswestisourwest.com/index.cfm/states/idaho/to-idaho-citizens/
http://thiswestisourwest.com/index.cfm/states/montana/executive-orders-are-not-laws/
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/07/20/face-masks-dont-work-study-published-by-your-very-own-cdc/
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I. “Disposable medical masks (surgical masks) are loose fitting devices that were designed to be worn by 

medical personnel to protect accidental contamination of patient wounds and to protect the wearer 

against splashes or sprays of bodily fluids..” 

 
II. “We did not find evidence that surgical-type face masks are effective in reducing laboratory-confirmed 

influenza transmission, either when worn by infected persons (source control) or by persons in the 

general community to reduce their susceptibility…” 
 

III. “Take off your masks. Governors and mayors and presidents and prime ministers, cancel the orders to 

wear masks. You’re non-scientific. In the extreme.” 

 
IV. CDC: Wearing A Mask During Prolonged Exposure Won’t Prevent Infection (Thanks Lauralee) 

 The CDC released a meta-analysis in May 2020 of 14 controlled, extended trials studying the 

effects of mask usage. The study found no reduction in the rate of laboratory-confirmed cases of 

influenza, a similar respiratory illness. 

 

5. In Less Than Five Months – It was never about a mask, it was always about control 

 

6.  Dr. Jeff  Barke – “Never before in the history of this great republic” (Thanks Sammy) 
 This is a must see 7 minute video by doctor speaking out for thousands of physicians because they 

do not agree with the main stream media and what the experts are telling us what to do.” 

o “What if the experts are wrong?” 

o “What if quarantining the healthy doesn’t actually save lives?” 

o “What if wearing a mask in public is not effective?” 

 
 

7.  Look How Similar Symptoms Are Regarding Common Cold, Seasonal Flu and COVID-19  
 Does this current CDC graph (death counts by age) look like an epidemic worthy of shutting down the 

strongest economy in the world, locking down states & forcing masking by the most fearful governors in the   

http://thiswestisourwest.com/index.cfm/in-the-news/cdc-wearing-a-mask-during-prolonged-exposure-won-t-prevent-infection/
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
https://www.iceagenow.info/in-less-than-five-months/
https://youtu.be/xNuwVIVANQw?t=34
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Obamanations/COVID-19%20FLYER%20200dpi.pdf
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        USA? Link graph full view. Death is primarily from old age and 

comorbidity!   

 
 

8.   The COVID-19 Curve Has Been Flattened by Dr. Joseph Mercola, DPC 

 Also check out Dr. Mercola’s site for many other on point reports regarding the COVID-19 
 

9.  Dr. Warns New COVID-10 Vaccine is Untested and Will Alter Your DNA 

 CDC just confirmed that death rate for flu shot is TWICE as high as COVID-19 death rate! 

 
 

10.  Coronavirus death toll is heavily concentrated in Democratic congressional districts  

o “..Pew Research Center analysis .. on official reports of COVID-19 deaths, collected by the Johns 

Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering, finds that, as of last week, nearly a 

quarter of all the deaths in the United States attributed to the coronavirus have been in just 12 
congressional districts – all located in New York City and represented by Democrats in Congress. Of 

the more than 92,000 Americans who had died of COVID-19 as of May 20 (the date that the data in this 

analysis was collected), nearly 75,000 were in Democratic congressional districts.” (81.5%) 

Update  

At the peak of this period shown in graph on 4/18/20: 

 85 Years and older = 33.2% of total deaths. 

 75-84 years old = 27.0% of total deaths. 

 65-74 years old = 20.8% of total deaths. 

 65 and older = 81.1% of all deaths 

 55-64 years old = 11.8% of total deaths. 

 55 and older = 92.9% of total deaths. 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/07/14/coronavirus-death-curve.aspx
https://www.mercola.com/
https://www.infowars.com/dr-warns-new-covid-19-vaccine-is-untested-and-will-alter-your-dna/
https://thiswestisourwest.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3e22f30a9cd0695de396ca706&id=3bbd3739a0&e=fdf82fd7a6
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/05/26/coronavirus-death-toll-is-heavily-concentrated-in-democratic-congressional-districts/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm
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11. Four Months of Unprecedented Government Malfeasance – Hillsdale College 

 
 

12.  Veto the COVID-19 Trace Act H.R. 6666 
 “Couple arrested by eight law enforcement and health officials  ... health official lied to judge.” 

o Judge orders couple to be ankle cuffed when they are more than 200 feet from home! 

 Petition President Trump here 
 

 

13.  COVID-19 Currently Amounts to 4.79% of All Deaths is USA (Excel chart updated) 
 The 10 leading causes of death in the USA amounts to 70.34% of all deaths. 

 The 1918 Spanish Flu is 22.81% of all deaths in the USA. 
 2017 – 2018 seasonal flu was 2.06% of all deaths in USA. 

14.  UN Officials Cite Study finds Lockdowns, School Closures KILLING More Children than COVID. 
 Global Lockdowns Killing 10,000 Children Per Month 

 

 
  

https://imprimis.hillsdale.edu/four-months-unprecedented-government-malfeasance/
https://americanpolicy.org/2020/07/23/family-under-house-arrest-after-testing-positive-for-covid-19/
https://americanpolicy.org/2020/07/23/family-under-house-arrest-after-testing-positive-for-covid-19/
https://americanpolicy.org/stop-the-covid-19-trace-act-h-r-6666-email/?utm_source=American+Policy+Center&utm_campaign=d07372564a-stop-the-covid-19-trace-act_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_79a5ca421e-d07372564a-258194221&mc_cid=d07372564a&mc_eid=b8bc0b
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Obamanations/Disease%20Compare%207-22-2020.pdf
https://www.prisonplanet.com/un-officials-cite-study-that-finds-lockdowns-school-closures-killing-more-children-than-covid.html
https://bongino.com/study-global-lockdowns-killing-10000-children-per-month/
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15.  Netherlands Refuses To Mandate Face Masks: Sweden Says They Are Pointless 

 Netherlands citing there is no scientific evidence masks are effective against spread 

 Sweden Close To Victory Over Coronavirus; Never Had A Lockdown Or Mask Mandate 

 

16.  The Suppression of the Truth Regarding Ineffectiveness of Masks by Big Tech 
 Citizens For Free Speech Condemns Big Tech Censorship of Medical Experts. 

 Social media (Twitter, Goggle, YouTube) are scrubbing medical facts to push masking. 

 “The far left (Tech) CEO’s of these social media monopolies are heavily invested in the 

national push toward a mandatory vaccine for COVID-19 and any attempt to show that 

such a vaccine may not be necessary must be quashed.” 

 

17.  The 3 Phases of Lies in Development of COVID-19 Vaccines 
 “The Modema vaccine skipped animal trials and went straight to human testing.  In the high dose test 

group, 21% needed hospitalization.  But Fauci’s NIH is a co-developer/co-owner, so they’re now 

moving on to a fake Phase 3 trial”. 

18.  Forced mask wearing and lock downs are not supported by the state and U.S. 

Constitutions nor the consent of the state Citizens 

 

19.  Up to 70 Percent of KN95 Masks From China Don’t Meet US Health Standards 

 These masks aren’t officially certified by US authorities and the N95 version model 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.prisonplanet.com/netherlands-refuses-to-mandate-face-masks-sweden-says-they-are-pointless.html
https://www.infowars.com/sweden-close-to-victory-over-coronavirus-never-had-a-lockdown-or-mask-mandate/
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/cffs_condemns_big_tech_censorship_of_medical_experts?utm_campaign=press_release_7_30_20&utm_medium=email&utm_source=cffs
https://www.infowars.com/the-3-phases-of-lies-in-development-of-covid-19-vaccines/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/up-to-70-percent-of-kn95-masks-from-china-not-meeting-health-standards-researchers-say_3511928.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-09-24
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20.  Dr. Andrew Kaufman Exposing the COVID-19 Magic Trick (Thanks Sammy) 
 The 4 Koch postulates (1884) & 6 Rivers (1937) postulates to isolate & detect viruses have not been met. 

 There is no science to backup the claim that a new coronavirus was the causative agent                                                                                                                                                                   

January 2020. “Association is NOT causation” 

 “They have flat out lied…serious ethical violation…references do not support claims…all world polices 

based on this claim and they cannot reference any claims to back this up..”  

 
 

 

21. The Plandemic Documentary Is an Expose’ Of Corruption Found At the Highest Levels of 

Our Health Institutions 

 26 minute video on Dr. Judy Mikovits a molecular biologist & medical researcher controversial 

discovery re. common use of animal & human fetal tissues was releasing plagues of chronic diseases.  

 Her book “Plaque of Corruption: Restoring Faith in the Promise of Science 
 

 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dX0wqs2xbM05/
https://www.stopmandatoryvaccination.com/plandemic/a-rebuttal-the-plandemic-documentary-is-an-expose-of-corruption-found-at-the-highest-levels-of-our-health-institutions/
https://www.stopmandatoryvaccination.com/plandemic/a-rebuttal-the-plandemic-documentary-is-an-expose-of-corruption-found-at-the-highest-levels-of-our-health-institutions/
https://www.amazon.com/Plague-Corruption-Restoring-Promise-Science/dp/1510752242
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22. Trump Tweet Regarding Using COVID-19 To Permit Mail In Ballots 
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23.  State of Montana Office of the Governor Executive Order No. 2-2020 

 
 “WHEREAS, the World Health Organization has declared the worldwide outbreak of COVID-19 Novel 

Coronavirus a pandemic;” ……. 

 EXCEPT FOR A FEW LITTLE PROBLEMS Governor Bull..ock! 
1) Executive orders are not laws –  

 “Louisiana AG Jeff Landry states the Governor has no power to make substantive law through an 
executive order, even in an emergency….” 
 “Louisiana AG Jeff Landry Urges Governor John Bel Edwards To Follow Constitution…” 

 “Under our Constitution, the person tasked with the authority to make decisions on the legal business of the State of 

Louisiana is the Attorney General,” wrote General Landry. 
  “My ultimate clients are the citizens, not the Governor’s office or any one department or agency of state 

government.” 

 Gov Newsom Admits He Can’t Mandate Law by The Healthy American Peggy Hall  

 

2) The World Health Organization is beyond corrupt 

  May 29, 2020 Trump says the U.S. will cut ties with World Health Organization 

 Trump Administration Makes It Official: U.S. Cuts Ties With WHO 

 Independent reports of collusion and corruption between China and WHO 

 

3) Masks are not effective- see OVERWHELMING evidence herein 

 

4) Governors NOT Immune to Lawsuits arising Out of Willful or Negligent Disregard of State Laws. 

 

5)  COVID: Major case filed against Ohio governor and State of Ohio for restricting freedom..  

 

6) Are the cooperating state governors receiving more funding & control if they force masking? 
 

https://governor.mt.gov/Portals/16/docs/2020EOs/EO-02-2020_COVID-19%20Emergency%20Declaration.pdf?ver=2020-03-13-103433-047
http://thiswestisourwest.com/index.cfm/states/montana/executive-orders-are-not-laws/
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.ag.state.la.us/Article/2175
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QxGNLLG8Y1kY/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/29/trump-says-the-us-will-cut-ties-with-world-health-organization.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2020-07-08/trump-administration-makes-it-official-us-cuts-ties-with-who
https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=CHINA+AND+WORLD+HEALTH+ORGANIZATION+&cat=web&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0
https://qagg.news/?q=%23%234529
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/09/14/covid-major-case-filed-against-ohio-for-restricting-freedom/
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The Chinese Communist Party Can Force Masking Proven Not Effective. 

 Masking Cannot be Forced in a Free Limited Constitutional Republic!  
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PART 2 - Added material since original release July 29, 2020 
 

 

1. Is The Narrative Falling Apart (7 minute must watch video) 

 42% of all COVID deaths are people in nursing homes. 

 52% of all people who move into a nursing home die in the first 6 months. 

 Most people who die from “COVID-19” have co morbidity, i.e. die from other causes. 

 

2.  Lockdown Killed two people for every three that died of coronavirus 

 In Britain it is thought as many as 16,000 people died from want of medical care between March 23 and 

May 1 versus 25,000 died from the virus.  

 

3.  Firefighter Helping Us Understand Oxygen Levels Under a Mask 

 This is a 7 minute video by Jeff Neff a firefighter and president of borough council in Sewickley 

Pennsylvania.  He uses an oxygen level monitor instrument to show masking reduces the normal level of 
oxygen we breathe from some 21% to 19.5% which is the federal OSHA health danger level. 

 The left biased site “fact check” criticizes the testing saying he is only measuring his exhaled breath.   

 Well no duh that suffocation is part of the problem as the mask traps your own exhaled gases while it is 

restricting fresh air to flow back into your lungs. (Jack note) 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/YbIBPJ3OTeg
https://www.prisonplanet.com/lockdown-killed-two-people-for-every-three-that-died-of-coronavirus.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Hacz9wh8gD61/
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/07/video-presents-flawed-test-on-masks-oxygen-levels/
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4.  Mask Don’t Work – Doctor Ted Noel MD (Anesthesiologist) 

 Link here to his article on “What good do the masks do, really?” (summary below) 

o “If staff working outside of the immediate sterile field do not wear masks, there is no increase in 

wound infections.” 

o “When household with sick kids were examined, even rigorous mask wearing provided NO 

statistically significant improvement in adult infections.” 

o “If you don’t go through the fit testing ……N95’s won’t reduce ..Exposure to virus..” 

o “Caregivers in high intensity environment should all be fitted with N95’s they need” 

o “Beyond that, … recognize.. only person who should wear a mask is the Lone Ranger.” 

o “The state of Florida has zero cases of COVID-19 that can be traced to outside transmission.” 

 Watch 3 minute video Dr. Noel, MD demonstrates how masks do not work using aerosols. 

 

5.  OSHA Says Masks Don’t Work and Violate OSHA Oxygen Levels (13 minute video) 

 In the federal and California guidelines three paragraphs state that a cloth face cover does not protect 

against infectious diseases including COVID-19. 

 Orange County California has been forced to do away with the mask mandate. (dated June 13, 2020). 

 Sign up for The Healthy American newsletter to learn how they removed masking in Orange County. 

 This video shows another independent masking and oxygen test similar to above tests by Ted Noel MD. 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dHXyao77HZb5/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/what_good_do_the_masks_do_really.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dHXyao77HZb5/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/H5LAwYDHX6Mq/
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/subscribe
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Note: The following material from #6 to #23 is from a report I received from Arthur Firstenberg who is a 

Westinghouse scholar, BA in mathematics from Cornell University in 1971 and continued into medical 

school from 1978 to 1982 but did not complete medical school due to illness. 

6.  Dr. Neil Orr’s study – Is a mask necessary in the operating theatre? 

 Published 1981, National Center for Biotechnology Information 

 A 6 month study by the Severalls Surgical Unit in Colchester England by the surgeons and staff to see 

what would happen if they did not wear masks during surgeries.  

 They wore no masks for 6 months and compared the rate of infections of the previous four years. 

 The rate of infections was less than half what it was when everyone wore masks. 

 “It would appear that minimum contamination can best be achieved by not wearing a mask at all” and 

that wearing a mask during surgery “is a standard procedure that could be abandoned.” 

 

 

 

  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b8dbc1b7c9327d89d9428a4/t/5bfc2bb12b6a28e7ef502623/1543252917462/CURRICULUM+VITAE+of+Arthur+Firstenberg.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2493952/pdf/annrcse01509-0009.pdf
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7.  Ritter et al.  

 (Published 1975, National Center for Biotechnology Information) 

  “The wearing of a surgical face mask had no effect upon the overall operating room environmental 

contamination and probably works only to redirect the projectile effect of talking and breathing. People 

are the major source of environmental contamination in the operating room.” 

8.  Ha’eri and Wiley 

 In 1980, applied human albumin microspheres to the interior of surgical masks in 20 operations. At the 
end of each operation, wound washings were examined under the microscope. “Particle contamination 

of the wound was demonstrated in all experiments.” 

9.    Laslett and Sabin 

 In 1989, found that caps and masks were not necessary during cardiac catheterization. “No infections 

were found in any patient, regardless of whether a cap or mask was used,” they wrote. Sjøl and 

Kelbaek came to the same conclusion in 2002. 

  

https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=m5W_8h1pn_QXnUJ9l8d9QDWGM9aVv0lEsQ-1siMsaqybjvBlyPLx1rvEA_Qlf-C7CYxD3zSi57KvrO9d2hG5tgIXOLVUK08d4rcB9hCCHec~
https://europepmc.org/article/med/7379387
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ccd.1810170306
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=ycALIdgJcxqnsmcATyokLfuclWQYJui0yWN9HF0YVWu-03EqR359Zl8Cef7keslA-MvkltSpbssiNmL7_s8TUhDKObBZ8icfpA87WdKX-cs~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=ycALIdgJcxqnsmcATyokLfuclWQYJui0yWN9HF0YVWu-03EqR359Zl8Cef7keslA-MvkltSpbssiNmL7_s8TUhDKObBZ8icfpA87WdKX-cs~
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10. In Tunevall’s 1991 study, 

 A general surgical team wore no masks in half of their surgeries for two years. After 1,537 operations 
performed with masks, the wound infection rate was 4.7%, while after 1,551 operations performed 
without masks; the wound infection rate was only 3.5%, i.e. 25% less. 

11.  A review by Skinner and Sutton  

 In 2001 concluded that “The evidence for discontinuing the use of surgical face masks would appear 

to be stronger than the evidence available to support their continued use.” 

12.  Lahme et al.,  

 In 2001, wrote that “surgical face masks worn by patients during regional anesthesia did not reduce 

the concentration of airborne bacteria over the operation field in our study. Thus they are 

dispensable.” 

13.  Figueiredo et al.,  

 In 2001, reported that in five years of doing peritoneal dialysis without masks, rates of peritonitis in their 

unit were no different than rates in hospitals where masks were worn. 

14.  Bahli  

 Did a systematic literature review in 2009 and found that “no significant difference in the incidence of postoperative 

wound infection was observed between masks groups and groups operated with no masks” 

  

https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=S4b3T5d3SG2wbMkxcXst8pjDlQIMQhPIRuPpjnGvRXHpyLrmBoqcYy-pGYUdG7LzdDDJ-hvdbWuu5nc_3lmHh4x-PZ7n8OT2ZpDCMYc3Dzs~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=ylMs-Ehpe5Aqe6WJwFOwr9jJa4k9zyAu9k6dESbB48-iN4p6QBp5NetkMTK1znD_6bcPC0HDK5Ge6vBZ0gkagSUklfY4r12XiYH1XYKhm1A~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=m5NKN-TdPSYlQn8AppoaAFQ4ZyOCMoQWbvNdNUzAJ1J5X_0RjX2JfCw8k-hT1-ws8JXocEf-wLYfaBnxzQasXI34m4LtL4hkiQ5SU34o_zk~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=Pepb0NSWp8CCm-5tpOyTVmOHmpIXJM0ZOfqq9faMVjlEvunWl1wN0i8SAAzj96yFi7yxeasyojSiu9Qs4tUaTpeEiEX1aLU4BWHC-_LQLRI~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=zz3UgGrn3Fbm1M0CmZ455q50PlSx-6ciJc0eJhbdocZacgCZKyydblkPPUrSVTaNCe7vlduKDatzK50MZjqZq9DObHnqGPlz80pCEMDnBO0~
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15.  Surgeons at the Karolinska Institute  

 In Sweden, recognizing the lack of evidence supporting the use of masks ceased requiring them in 2010 for 

anesthesiologists and other non-scrubbed personnel in the operating room. “Our decision to no longer require routine 

surgical masks for personnel not scrubbed for surgery is a departure from common practice. But the evidence to 

support this practice does not exist,” wrote Dr. Eva Sellden. 

16.  Webster et al. 

 In 2010, reported on obstetric, gynecological, general, orthopedic, breast and urological surgeries 
performed on 827 patients. All non-scrubbed staff wore masks in half the surgeries, and none of the non-

scrubbed staff wore masks in half the surgeries. Surgical site infections occurred in 11.5% of the Mask 

group, and in only 9.0% of the No Mask group. 

17.  Lipp and Edwards  

 Reviewed the surgical literature in 2014 and found “no statistically significant difference in infection 

rates between the masked and unmasked group in any of the trials.” Vincent and Edwards updated this 

review in 2016 and the conclusion was the same. 

18.  Carøe,  

 In a 2014 review based on four studies and 6,006 patients, wrote that “none of the four studies found a 

difference in the number of post-operative infections whether you used a surgical mask or not.” 

  

https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=E8erYNlgVTU-B0syWUouqGw4R-CTDznYcBfamcfHCtAnqIXLwusK20bFLG-hnuY1fkmHHg5XnWFJmStuQ4FedwIrd3peBtjGks72emlDzCE~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=REmX00K65L-aC3CxFd9u24hR6NfLdZyWifd46J9kQVU1xjMnmo0BuYofT6SIKRKGMuD1uk3MgMVaILsH9sR1DknsMiCw1xPDHe-GcqsdP5M~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=T6tyC-s66XiW2NrEUI8gcO2zggP1XrOzXryHnT9nq39_OqA3k6sbyIyv7IIanJQpDMHQSE3Ec2R6n--nt_K2wfsu4gjj1DrdOhlmnfJ1XIA~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=iCygHJ4o05O5JcninvvuXcQusMz_SGCncSzKM38m_9oFIBBxdBecjN7z9CQXE-i-jRA2-fN3RfY9KH2NXpd2ZlYI9ytnDoIxqgTCcTO3fyU~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=U6LGjBfVNe0PqVIpjZ2UQUvO-kvEoEREV6Kif6aWzRFzc6ajIc5jHEwLJnmqJMEZmbeUxvFhXNPpDdzxjGtB2Cx22yBc5UCLpr6uawVB8e8~
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19. Salassa and Swiontkowski,  

 In 2014, investigated the necessity of scrubs, masks and head coverings in the operating room and 

concluded that “there is no evidence that these measures reduce the prevalence of surgical site 

infection.” 

20. Da Zhou et al. 

 Reviewing the literature in 2015 concluded that “there is a lack of substantial evidence to support 

claims that facemasks protect either patient or surgeon from infectious contamination.” 

21.  Schools in China  

 “Are now prohibiting students from wearing masks while exercising. Why? Because it was killing them. It 

was depriving them of oxygen and it was killing them. At least three children died during Physical 

Education classes -- two of them while running on their school’s track wearing a mask. And a 26-year-old 
man suffered a collapsed lung after running two and a half miles while wearing a mask.” Arthur 

Firstenberg 

22.  Mandating masks  

 “Has not kept death rates down anywhere. The 20 U.S. states that have never ordered people to wear face 
masks indoors and out have dramatically lower COVID-19 death rates than the 30 states that have 

mandated masks. Most of the no-mask states have COVID-19 death rates below 20 per 100,000 

population, and none have a death rate higher than 55. All 13 states that have death rates higher 55 are 
states that have required the wearing of masks in all public places. It has not protected them.” Arthur 

Firstenberg 

23.  “We are living in an atmosphere of permanent illness  

https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=aE8L8uU0j3PMcplKCIZjKn8rqgcn-kaV0wmSOib8ttR_CMCQqj6W0bTJISh0iX0Sf7xI9bAG73yHayoYWXJI-v0JH8kkwuxjOIoeNbhYSas~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=5YQSZpXeJewcft5UHoRkteqjB2syyDpwfttyX3bcLZg0x8Y_SkgNFITAji7Dlc5nBM6xdcGi5prL6G360aimDn43d7PdaDFtahIeNQizZMU~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=9Lq1ew9O6ACxfkgVn76waIEA7Hv6yj2MDMyuU1DR3qnGvcokhUG30VNddS-IX4XN43LmpO38cRYTO8v8L52NSwYqmtfrOJXM2BpcncU1_Jg~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=Vm8B253ya3z1RxhnJ0tpeY3kQuR-PlWVNYaI8SXTTeJTP2Id2lt6PuE1ucJtgdTK2UkNvfbE0YxoTOO-NCY5KVIZ_i4SirvZGh-HkAyjqQw~
https://app.cyberimpact.com/click-tracking?ct=Vm8B253ya3z1RxhnJ0tpeY3kQuR-PlWVNYaI8SXTTeJTP2Id2lt6PuE1ucJtgdTK2UkNvfbE0YxoTOO-NCY5KVIZ_i4SirvZGh-HkAyjqQw~
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 Of meaningless separation,” writes Benjamin Cherry in the summer 2020 issue of New View magazine. A 

separation that is destroying lives, souls, and nature. 

24.  States Continue to Face Large Shortfalls Due to COVID-19 Effects 

 States Continue to Face Large Shortfalls Due to COVID-19 Effects 
o We now project that the state budget shortfalls expected from COVID-19’s economic fallout will total a cumulative $555 billion over 

state fiscal years 2020-2022. 

 

 
 This bar chart is from a PROGRESSIVE NON PROFIT organization. 

 This “catastrophic false flag” has been used since the beginning of time to strangle free choice!   

 Why, because it works every time, i.e. only 2/3 of 1% does their homework and takes action against the 

false flag profiteers and control freaks! 

  

$555 Billion $690 Billion $335Billion 

https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/states-continue-to-face-large-shortfalls-due-to-covid-19-effects
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25.  China Virus COVID-19 

 

 “The China Virus, known as coronavirus or COVID-19, was likely engineered as a bio-weapon by China's Wuhan 

Institute of Virology with assistance from Harvard University.  Described as a ticking time bomb, the coronavirus was 

unleashed at a point in time to inflict maximum damage prior to the 2020 US presidential election. The virus has wiped 

out the US stock market, damaged the US economy and nullified many of POTUS' economic gains the past 4 years.  

China would much rather have Joe Biden in office so it can go back to the old days of ripping off the USA via one-sided 

trade deals.” 

 Also believed to be assisted by other USA academic and military institutions. (Jack research) 

 COVID-19 from the start: The definitive coronavirus timeline  

  Coronavirus:  Why everyone was wrong  

 Assumption that there was no immunity 

 “The immune response against the virus is much stronger than we thought.” 

o Source:  http://archive.is/8rLzi#selection-359.127-359.198 

 Concentrate not on the virus vaccine, but on the immune system. 

o What if you, someday, have no need for any vaccine and .. become super strong in your resistance? 

o What if everything can be solved and cured by enhancing your system instead of something from the outside? 

o What if this strength comes from organic substances & enhanced support for your own system instead of going 

to a pill?  This would be a new paradigm for mainstream health. 

26.  Sweden’s Senior Epidemiologist: Wearing Face Masks Is “Very Dangerous” 

https://www.qmap.pub/themes/read/98
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related
https://noqreport.com/2020/04/20/covid-19-from-the-start-the-definitive-coronavirus-timeline/
http://archive.is/8rLzi#selection-359.127-359.198
https://www.kryon.com/CHAN2020/k_channel20_ww1.html
https://www.prisonplanet.com/swedens-senior-epidemiologist-wearing-face-masks-is-very-dangerous.html
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 “I’m surprised that we don’t have more or better studies showing what effect masks actually have. Countries such as 

Spain and Belgium have made their populations wear masks but their infection numbers have still risen,” the 

epidemiologist also declared. 
 

27. UK Government Scientist Admits Lockdown was a “Monumental Mistake on a Global Scale” 

 
 A scientific advisor to the UK government says the coronavirus lockdown was a “panic measure” and a “monumental 

mistake on a global scale.” The professor asserts that the impact of the response to coronavirus will be worse than the 

virus itself. 
 “Lockdown was a panic measure and I believe history will say trying to control Covid-19 through lockdown was a 

monumental mistake on a global scale, the cure was worse than the disease,” said Woolhouse, who is now calling on the 

government to unlock society before more damage is done. 
 Richard Sullivan, professor of cancer at King’s College London, previously warned that there will be more excess cancer 

deaths over the next 5 years than the number of people who die from coronavirus in the UK due to the disruption caused 

by the coronavirus lockdown, which is preventing cancer victims from getting treatment. 
 Figures also show that there were more excess deaths during the 2017-18 flu season (around 50,000) than the total 

number of people in the UK who have died from coronavirus (41,433). 
 
28.  White Flight Is Real: Publicist Says Middle Class & Wealthy are Fleeing LA & NYC, et al  

 
 “The homeless encampments are legal and there’s nothing the police can do. White, affluent middle-class folk are getting 

out. People don’t feel safe anymore,” said O’Brien. 
 
  

https://www.prisonplanet.com/uk-government-scientist-admits-lockdown-was-a-monumental-mistake-on-a-global-scale.html
https://summit.news/2020/04/23/professor-warns-cancer-deaths-due-to-covid-disruption-will-be-greater-than-deaths-from-coronavirus/
https://www.prisonplanet.com/white-flight-is-real-publicist-says-middle-class-wealthy-are-fleeing-los-angeles.html
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29.  Welcome to the Revolution per QAnon 

 
1)  C19 Stage 3: Activate Controlled [D] GOVS to spike death count + project statewide fear by presenting alarming on-

ground conditions [hospital[care-supplies] projections]. 
2)  C19(COVID-19) _stage 4: Push testing, testing, testing to spike ‘infected’ rate incline due to daily testing inc [the 

political ‘set up’] _controlled MSDNC failure to report death count [rates] proportional to ‘infected’ rate _deliberate 

miscounting of infected numbers [%] _change non positive to positive _label death of non_C19 as C19 _etc. 
3)  C19 _stage 5: Eliminate / censor any opposing views [anti-narrative]”  [Ready when needed] Activate 4-year BLM 

narrative 4x power [use as division + [2020] C19 infect rates to justify close-limit until Nov 3].” 
4) C19 calculated [D] political gain: Eliminate record economic gains, record unemployment gains, CONTINUE FROM Q 

POST THE REST. 
5) How Blackmail is Used to Control US Politicians  

 Link to www.qmap.pub and read Posts 4630, 4631, 4632 & 4633. 

30.  CDC DROPS 14-Day Quarantine Recommendation for Overseas, Out-of-State Travelers 

 This announcement was received August 24, 2020. 

 Is common sense returning? 

 

31.  Preparing for Mask Lawsuit in Alabama 

 
 The Foundation for Moral Law, former Chief Justice of the Alabama Supreme Court Roy Moore is 

preparing to sue the executive branch of Alabama for improper exercise of legislative power whereby the 

Governor and State Health Officer have issued state wide orders requiring every person to wear a mask in 
public. (link heading to read Judge Roy Moore’s letter to Jack) 

   

 

32.  Unite For Freedom – Mass Protest and March  

 

https://www.qmap.pub/read/4620
http://www.qmap.pub/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-removes-14-day-quarantine-recommendation-for-overseas-out-of-state-travelers_3473742.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-08-25
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-08-07%20Foundation%20for%20Moral%20Law%20COVID%20&%20Mask%20Law.pdf
https://twitter.com/BreesAnna/status/1297847574200803328/photo/1
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33. Gates Funding Connections to the health industry (Link to video interview) 

 

 

 

 
Link here to read Bill Gates connection to World Economic Forum, 

UN, green cause false flags, World Health Organization    

 

 
Link for transcript and video of Italian Politician 
speaking against lockdowns and Bill Gates. 

 Divide and Rule 
 WHO main financier is Gates Foundation 
 Pro vaccine Gates Foundation, globalist 

connected World Economic Forum and 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of public 
Health hosted an Event 201 Oct. 18, 2019 
handing out an odd coronavirus plushy 
toy to attendees indicating advance 
knowledge of a hypothetical coronavirus 
outbreak. 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/infiltration-not-invasion-flu-detat/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/bill-gates
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/authors/bill-gates
https://greatgameindia.com/italian-politician-demand-bill-gates-arrest-for-crimes-against-humanity/
https://greatgameindia.com/italian-politician-demand-bill-gates-arrest-for-crimes-against-humanity/
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34.  The Common Roots of Climate Change And COVID-19 Hysteria 

 This 15 page report linked in title above, outlines how the far left globalist, media and academia like 

Imperial College in London are using COVID-19 as a replacement strategy to herd the people into control 
groups similar to sustainable development, “man caused” global warming and Technocracy. 

 The author of this report, Patrick Wood, a leading critical expert on Sustainable Development, Green 
Economy, Agenda 21, Agenda 2030s and historic Technocracy sums this up as a “different horse, same 

jockey, same race, same finish line” 

 The destruction of capitalism and free enterprise is their goal” Wood’s states.  

 

35.  Robert F. Kennedy Jr – Historic Speech in Berlin 8-29-2020  

 Regarding the forced masking tyranny using fear. (at 5:30 minutes into video) 

 The same strategy Herman Goering confessed they used for the Nazi Party, i.e. FEAR. 

 “How did you make the German people go along with this (Nazism)  

 Herman Goering said it is not anything to do with Nazism; it has to do with human nature, i.e. 

 “You can do this in any political needs to make people into slaves is FEAR.” 

 

36.  Mask Free Success Stories from The Healthy American 8-28-20 Peggy Hall 

 View 3 minute video link above by Peggy Hall winning Orange County CA forced masking.  

  Sign up at her site: https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/  for free Action Guide & updates. 

 Print out Your Patient’s Bill Of Rights – Do not submit to any medical treatments including masking. 

 

https://www.technocracy.news/the-common-roots-of-climate-change-and-covid-19-hysteria/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu90-9MKGk0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hf8wfauUf4k&feature=youtu.be&mc_cid=85fadfbb34&mc_eid=aac172d990
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/
https://www.americanpatient.org/aha-patients-bill-of-rights/
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37.  94 Percent of COVID-19 Deaths in US Have Contributing Health Conditions, CDC Says 

 Only 6% of all deaths recorded Feb 1 to Aug 22 were COVID-19 ONLY. 

 “Congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, any kind of lung disease, obesity, if 
you’re morbidly obese, they have a hard time surviving,” said Harris 

 

38. COVID – The Science Summary: Bruce 9/3/2020 (Thank you larkwick) 

1) Democrat run states have COVID death rates much higher often 2-3 times higher than Republican states. 
2)  CDC reported on 8/6/20 COVID death only 6% of all deaths or about 10,000. 
3) COVID death rates started at 14% and have diminished to 3%. 
4) Children death rate low because they have little to no comorbidity. 
5) Reuters showing cumulative death and infection charts which are dishonest because cumulative charts always go up until 

zero cases then charts never go down. 
6) Nationwide infection and deaths rates peaked in May in USA with minor rise in July and fallen since. 
7) Population immunity is achieved when certain percentage have had disease and survived. Interaction with individual 

modifies and mutates any disease but on average reduces population lethality with rare exceptions. 
8) COVID virus is part of Corona Virus family which includes common cold viruses and is not even a flu virus. China 

released virus and the CCP are primary sponsors of the WHO recommending mitigation for USA.  All “medical news” 

associated with COVID from WHO and spread via handful of news networks. 
9) The wide variety of symptoms are an artifact of the underlying medical condition of  patient, i.e. different symptoms 

based on underlying medical problems of  the person. 
10) Many hundreds of thousands of Americans die annually from other diseases and COVID is a fraction of those numbers.  

COVID has been embedded in overall death rates and made to look like a pandemic. 

11) The use of isolation and masks provide no protection from a virus.  No mask made can stop the travel of a virus 

embedded in a bacterium.  Physical isolation also reduces disease resistance.  Both are used nationwide in a political 

attempt to disrupt America and create an economic depression.  
  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/94-percent-of-covid-19-deaths-in-us-have-other-contributing-health-conditions-cdc-says_3484659.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-09-03
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-09-03%20COVID%20the%20Summary.pdf
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40. Death by Extremes – Another Perspective on Government & Environmental Extremism 

1. 4.1 Billion people have died from all causes roughly in the last 100 years  

2. 864 million have died from contagious disease  
3. 188 million have died from the hands of government  
4. 77,480,000 have died from famine  
5. 71 million have died from tobacco related intake  
6. 4.5 million died due to floods and landslides  
7. 3,772,800 died due to earthquakes  
8. 1, 969,092 million died due to Cyclones, hurricanes and typhoons  
9. 260,037 died due to eruptions  
10. 677,700 died due to Tsunamis  
11. 46,072 died in heat waves  
12. 34,075 were killed by tigers in British administered India, 1875-1912  

13. 16,614 died in storms  
14. 5180 deaths due to blizzards  
15. 5002 died in tornadoes  
16. 1096 died in wildfires and bushfires  
17. 571 died in hail storms  
18. 81 died in lightning strikes 

  

http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/GlobalWarmingMythsEmail/Death%20By%20Extremes.pdf
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41.  The Role of UN 

Agenda 21/2030 in the 

Corona Virus 

Plandemic – We are 

being played  

Agenda21 created in 1992 

carried by NGOs funded 

by foreign countries & 

groups like the “Open 

Society Foundation” 

(George Soros) + the 

Gates Foundation. Gates is 

the largest private donor to World Health Organization, a UN agency. Global governance, The Great Reset, Transnational 

players. (https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read) Must Read! 

 

https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://www.gracevanberkum.com/post/we-are-being-played-please-read
https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000006O6EHUA0?tab=publications
https://intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000005JLTqUAO?tab=publications
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42.  Nevada becomes 7th state to quietly reverse their decision to block HCQ 

 Dr. Simone Gold@drsimonegold Sep 16 

 Nevada is now the 7th state to quietly reverse their decision to block HCQ prescriptions for COVID-19.  
 Physicians in Nevada can now once again prescribe HCQ as they deem necessary.  

 Governors lied & restricted medicine that could have saved lives. They should be held accountable. 

 

43. Lockdown could kill 75,000 over five years 

 

 A Government Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies revealed 16,000 died from chaos in hospitals 

and care homes in March and April 2020 alone. 

 A further 26,000 will die within a year if people continue to stay away from health facilities 
 An additional 31,900 could die over next five years from missed cancer diagnoses, cancelled operations.  

 

44.  Face Masks Pose Serious risks to the Healthy by Dr. Russel Blaylock 

 

 “By wearing a mask, the exhaled viruses will not be able to escape and will concentrate in the nasal 

passages, enter the olfactory nerves and travel into the brain”  Russell Blaylock, MD 

 
45.  Federal Title 18 US Code §1038 law related to "MAKING FALSE STATEMENTS OR 

MISLEADING INFORMATION REGARDING BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS OR HOAXES" 

 
 When there is bodily injury or death resulting from violating this law -- the penalty is LIFE IN PRISON 

 There is other federal crime being committed by these public servants. 

 8 Minute video Peggy Hall notifies Orange County, CA Board of Supervisors and health officer of federal and 

state laws they are violating, many for fraud, which carry life in prison.  
 

  

https://twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1306372660587184128
https://twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1306372660587184128
https://twitter.com/drsimonegold/status/1306372660587184128
https://www.prisonplanet.com/lockdown-could-kill-75000-over-five-years.html
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/blaylock_face_masks_pose_serious_risks_to_the_healthy?utm_campaign=brochures_9_28_20&utm_medium=email&utm_source=cffs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80VB53-zsxA&feature=youtu.be&mc_cid=556e3ee1ee&mc_eid=aac172d990
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80VB53-zsxA&feature=youtu.be&mc_cid=556e3ee1ee&mc_eid=aac172d990
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80VB53-zsxA&feature=youtu.be&mc_cid=556e3ee1ee&mc_eid=aac172d990
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46.  Over 6000 Scientists, Doctors Sign Anti-Lockdown Petition 

  “Over six thousand scientists and doctors have signed a petition against coronavirus lockdown measures, urging that 

those not in at risk category should be able to get on with their lives as normal, and that lockdown rules in both the US 

and UK are causing ‘irreparable damage’.” 

47.  Michigan Supreme Court Strikes Down COVID Orders, Attorney Says Burn Your Masks  

48.  The Coronavirus and the Constitution (MUST WATCH) 

 1 hour 13 minutes  YouTube Video Hillsdale College  

 Speakers are: (15 – 20 minutes each) 

1. Robert Barnes - - Constitutional, Criminal & Civil Law 

2. Alex Berenson – Journalist & Author of over a dozen books 

3. John Henderaker(sp) - Litigator 41 years, think tank work, commentator, radio talk show activist 

 

49.  Over 30,000 Health Experts Sign Declaration Against COVID-19 Lockdowns 

 

50.  Plandemic is a Bombshell 
1) See the Plandemic documentary in title link. 

o There are huge conflicts of interests and money flows from our government public health system, and private 

sectors within the pharmaceutical industry and the tech industry.  

o There is abuse of power and corruption within our public health system which seek to suppress and cover-up 

damaging scientific discoveries, cover-ups which are abetted by our mainstream media outlets and social media 

tech companies. 

o The conflicts of interests and abuse of power result in harms to everyday American citizens, including innocent 

children.  

  

https://www.prisonplanet.com/over-6000-scientists-doctors-sign-anti-lockdown-petition.html
https://www.westernjournal.com/michigan-supreme-court-strikes-covid-orders-attorney-says-burn-masks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCn5LuZOFZI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.theepochtimes.com/over-30000-health-experts-sign-declaration-against-covid-19-lockdowns_3537277.html?utm_source=news&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=breaking-2020-10-13-2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1olQbeHk-yoqFD0xyl317SkD2Njw0ARX1ki5FIaz0DNw/mobilebasic
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51. Why American Citizens Are Being Systematically Enslaved - Forced Without Consent  

 

 
15 Years of Research Connecting the Shackling of Our Unalienable Rights (by deceit, i.e. De Ceit. Inc.) 

 Why American State Citizens Cannot Be Represented.  Discerning Represent vs. Consent 

 Why Private Property and Wages Cannot Be Taxed 

 America – A Republic Enslaved With Lies 

 The History of Taking Property in America  

 The Dark Side of Municipal Corporations 

 A Treatise on The Current System of Control in America vs. A True and Honest Republic 

  

The Constitution of the State of 

Montana Article II. Declaration of 

Rights Part II. Declaration of Rights 

 

Popular Sovereignty 

 Section 1.  Popular sovereignty. All 

political power is vested in 

and derived from the 

people. All government of 

right originates with the 

people, is founded upon 

their will only, and is 

instituted solely for the good 

of the whole. 

This Constitutional Law is NOT Followed on 

ANY Legislation or E.O.’s in ANY of the states 

or in the union of the states and never has been! 

This is the problem & solution – All 

state Citizens must REVOLT to return 

our Republic to a true and honest 

Constitutional government FOUNDED 

on CONSENT OF THE GOVERN 

AND Constitutional vetting of all 

legislation and E.O.’s! 

http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Aboxofthoughtsconnectingthedots.pdf
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/WhyPrivatePropertyAndWagesCannotBeTaxed.pdf
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/America-ARepublicEnslavedWithLiesFinal.pdf
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/The%20History%20of%20Taking%20-%20Part%201.pdf
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Here%20We%20Go%20Again.pdf
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Brotherhood%20of%20Darkness%20-%20Working%20Copy%20New%20Background.pdf
https://ballotpedia.org/File:Montana_exec_org_chart.png
https://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/title_0000/article_0020/part_0010/section_0010/0000-0020-0010-0010.html
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52. Meme Relief to This Political Masking Insanity 
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53.  The COVID virus invented out of sheer nonsense 

 Dr. Tom Cowan analyzes yet another key document posted by the CDC, in their journal, 

Emerging Infectious Diseases: “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 from Patient 

with Coronavirus Disease, United States” 

 The CDC used an arbitrary computer “tinker-toy” process to invent a description of the virus. The virus 

that no one has proven exists. This is the basic conclusion of Dr. Tom Cowan. 

 “First, in the section titled ‘Whole Genome Sequencing,’ we find that rather than having isolated the 

virus and sequencing the genome from end to end, they found 37 base pairs from unpurified samples 

using PCR probes. This means they actually looked at 37 out of the approximately 30,000 of the base 
pairs that are claimed to be the genome of the intact virus. They then took these 37 segments and put 

them into a computer program, which filled in the rest of the base pairs.” 

 In other words, the sequencing of the SARS-CoV-2 virus was done by assumption and arbitrary 
inference. If this is science, a penguin is a spaceship. 

 “The shocking thing about the above [CDC journal] quote is that using their own methods, the 

virologists found that solutions containing SARS-CoV-2 — even in high amounts — were NOT, I 
repeat NOT, infective to any of the three human tissue cultures they tested. In plain English, this means 

they proved, on their terms, that this ‘new coronavirus’ is not infectious to human beings. It is ONLY 

infective to monkey kidney cells, and only then when you add two potent drugs (gentamicin and 
amphotericin), known to be toxic to kidneys, to the mix.” 

 

 

  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001JWxtFxRAAErVowvwdra6ApVFoLxl3NDVqSxDHEsEeTJjw1EjhloqgL7Ik4UfDV_kqAeT1z__zilTaYE3RaGno5F1DZInqsi9bsk9QNfyrw_hi26Mwc4iqXI7p8USdbsPp9NzmJKzsj7hHIEdVffwn9WyMft0XVThFojnVlzpJfxv8-mtfAIP4mvO_Tud9RVORSCHMP4tycCCsVO6diDDWLcMLep-1nNPh
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54.  USA Coronavirus Deaths  
 USA Population = 330,475,918 as of 10/20/2020 

 USA Coronavirus Deaths = 226,047 

 Coronavirus Deaths/USA Total Population = .068% of total population 

 USA Total Deaths All Causes 2020 Year to Date 10/20/2020 = 11,449,376 

 Coronavirus Deaths/USA Total Deaths =  1.974%  

 Coronavirus DEATH rate is INSIQNIFICANT 
 

55. German Neurologist Warns Against Wearing Facemasks: 'Oxygen Deprivation Causes 

Permanent Neurological Damage’ (Thanks Laura Lee) 

 

56.  CDC Study: Overwhelming Majority Of COVID Patients Wore Masks (Thanks Laura Lee) 

 

57.  COVID The Science Summary: Bruce 9/3/2020 

 Compare death rates from COVID per 100,000 population, this level’s the population size factor of big states 
vs. small states making comparisons across populations more realistic. Democrat run States have COVID 
death RATES much higher, often 2-3 times or more high than Republican States. A REAL Disease does NOT 
discriminate by part 

 The use of isolation and masks provides no protection from a virus. No mask made can stop the travel of a 
virus embedded in a bacterium. Physical isolation also reduces disease resistance, both are currently being 
used nationwide in a political attempt to disrupt America and create an economic depression rather than cure 
a minor disease. 

  

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://thiswestisourwest.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u%3D3e22f30a9cd0695de396ca706%26id%3D9d91360ec4%26e%3Dfdf82fd7a6&source=gmail-imap&ust=1603755144000000&usg=AOvVaw2Y6IgoWt1zDJ9J5WYvH09k
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://thiswestisourwest.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u%3D3e22f30a9cd0695de396ca706%26id%3D9d91360ec4%26e%3Dfdf82fd7a6&source=gmail-imap&ust=1603755144000000&usg=AOvVaw2Y6IgoWt1zDJ9J5WYvH09k
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://thiswestisourwest.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u%3D3e22f30a9cd0695de396ca706%26id%3D6b55548a50%26e%3Dfdf82fd7a6&source=gmail-imap&ust=1603755144000000&usg=AOvVaw2cxAXuBRTgN9ZMvstcP2Qx
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-09-03%20COVID%20the%20Science%20Summary.pdf
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58.  Flathead Liberty Coalition Exposes Montana Governor Bullock Playing Politics with Masking 

Bullock’s Latest Ploy / Analysis (Part 2) 

In Part 1 of my analysis posted yesterday I gave two options I believe were taking place: 

Option #1 – Bullock was bluffing – just threatening to go after “non-compliant” businesses. 

Option #2 – Bullock was serious – Bullock was indeed going after “non-compliant” businesses. 

Twenty-four hours later we now know that Bullock took the “serious” route by filing complaints with the District Court in Flathead County to harass 

and intimidate four businesses into mask compliance.  

However, that effort fell flat and FAILED. 
Why? Because Bullock asked the court for a temporary restraining order (TRO) to allow him to immediately enforce compliance on the businesses 

and that just didn’t happen.  Three different judges refused to grant the TRO and instead set a hearing date for some time in mid-November for the 

businesses to respond to the complaint. According to the DPHHS (state health department) they hope the businesses “comply” with the face covering 

‘Directive’ before the hearing date because, in their words, “they hope the hearings never happen.” 

 The more one digs into this story the more it looks like this was pure politics on the part of Bullock. 

First, he tried to appeal and motivate his political base by appearing to “crack down” on those who are for freedom, liberty, and personal choice. And 

just who is his base? All the fearful folks who still believe a ‘virus’ with a 99+% survival rate is dangerous to all of humanity and big-government 

toadies…they seem to be one in the same). 

Second, he specifically targeted Sykes Diner, and its owner Ray Thompson, who is a high-profile Republican in the Flathead Valley and financial 

donor of Republican candidates. Bullock may have opened a box he shouldn't have because Mr. Thompson has the means to not only fight the 

complaint but to drag Bullock into court himself. Rumor has it, the later item may happen.  

Key Takeaways So Far  

 Bullock FAILED in trying to strong-arm four Flathead County businesses to immediately bend to his face covering ‘Directive’. 

 Instead of motivating his political base he ENERGIZED his political opposition. In addition, if Bullock was hoping to draw some independent 

voters in Flathead County to his side of the senate race, he just lost a good portion of them. 

 The Flathead County Attorney, Travis Ahner, (who is elected) has continually applied common sense and has steadfastly REFUSED to prosecute 

any businesses for non-compliance of the face covering ’Directive’. This is because the Health Department can’t prove that the specific business they 

want to penalize is the cause of any Covid spread in the community. 

 THANK YOU MR. AHNER! 

 The three judges in the District Court (who are elected) REFUSED to grant Bullock the TRO’s and thereby derailed his plans to look like a tough 

guy. It seems that they couldn’t find in Bullocks argument for the TRO where the businesses are causing “immediate and irreparable injury” to the 

community. The judges effectively neutered Bullock and sent him packing out of the Flathead and back to Helena. 
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 THANK YOU JUDGE’S AMY EDDY, HEIDI ULBRICHT, AND DAN WILSON! 

  Parting Words: More details Montana Daily Gazette - https://montanadailygazette.com/2020/10/23/tyranny-bullock-uses-mask-mandate-

in-at 

59.  The Obsession with Masks and Lockdowns interview with Dr. Simone Gold 

 This is an 8 minute must view video, link above. 

 It is ludicrous to pretend that the surgical masks being worn can stop viruses that are so incredibly small. 

 The SARS COV-2 virus is 0.1 micron in size that is one thousand the diameter of a hair. 

 Note: SARS-CoV-2 is the virus and COVID-19 is the disease. 

 And it is 1/50th the size of a bacteria  

60.  Follow these sources on the truth regarding forced masking and lockdowns. 

1) https://nomorefakenews.com/ -  

 Join Jon Rappoport’s email  

2) https://www.theepochtimes.com/ccp-virus 

3) The Healthy American – Science Says Healthy People Should Not Wear Masks 

 Link to 11 independent professional sources giving more evidence masking does not work and is unhealthy. 

 Sign up for free email alerts here to fight this growing tyranny. 

61.  Dr. Carrie Madej Urgent Information on COVID-19 

 Exposes the dangers of vaccination  

 Vaccines for COVID-19 are not safe 

 Redefine what is human 

 They have no proof that vaccines do what they say 

 Permanent damage potential 

https://flatheadliberty-dot-yamm-track.appspot.com/Redirect?ukey=1S0N4sMenBPIk5TNoYPuYHRB6CGQlUzyWWQPLNxMR2DU-665632751&key=YAMMID-37702638&link=https%3A%2F%2Fmontanadailygazette.com%2F2020%2F10%2F23%2Ftyranny-bullock-uses-mask-mandate-in-attempt-to-shut-down-business-of-rival-republican%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0_3pYxbXskZOLEpvBSCbxNApE1HycNaW5nhwJQnxN6i_kNpbhLvUAdQZQ
https://flatheadliberty-dot-yamm-track.appspot.com/Redirect?ukey=1S0N4sMenBPIk5TNoYPuYHRB6CGQlUzyWWQPLNxMR2DU-665632751&key=YAMMID-37702638&link=https%3A%2F%2Fmontanadailygazette.com%2F2020%2F10%2F23%2Ftyranny-bullock-uses-mask-mandate-in-attempt-to-shut-down-business-of-rival-republican%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0_3pYxbXskZOLEpvBSCbxNApE1HycNaW5nhwJQnxN6i_kNpbhLvUAdQZQ
https://www.liveleak.com/view?t=uQR3h_1603652294
https://www.hopkinsguides.com/hopkins/view/Johns_Hopkins_ABX_Guide/540747/all/Coronavirus_COVID_19__SARS_CoV_2_
https://nomorefakenews.com/
https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001ud8mz_jvjBTzOkGbZdiJBo46JUQr27arzc7iB14AY5JhIaw72kpP6Pri-HboC7JwdJNF19nlyXqkqdjbXK0dCOw_S_ORPVSimGeG4mEiVHo%3D
https://www.theepochtimes.com/ccp-virus
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/masks-dont-work
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/
https://vimeo.com/461952699
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 Introducing nano technology and robotics into the body. 

62.  Can’t get out of lockdowns? Blame extortion by teachers unions. 

 

63.  Common Roots of The COVID-19 And Climate Change Hysteria (Page 41)  

 Wood believes that Technocrats, elite technical experts who wish to control society and 

industry via sustainable development are driven the hysteria to brainwash the world. 

 Sustainable development is a strategy promoted by these Technocrats whereby we are 

required to conduct any national economic development without the depletion of natural 

resources. 

64.  Censorship In the Age of COVID-19 (Page 46) 

 The media and opportunistic thought censors have taken advantage of the public health hysteria 

they have created to promote a number of tyrannical agendas especially censorship of dissent. 

 

65.  Italian Politician Speaks Out On Dangers of COVID Lockdowns (Page 50) 

 Sara Cunial, an Italian Member of Parliament epic speech is worth reading. 

 

66.  Pandemics Are Over When The Public Decides They’re Over by Mises Institute 

 Nationwide traffic safety programs did not work because for drivers it was not worth the trouble. 

 Must watch this 8 minute video. 

 Traffic deaths were 38,000 and injuries were 4 million and 55 MPH was still ignored. 

 

67. Pandemic to Reduce Social Security by 9% 

 This will affect about 3 million Americans who will turn 60 in 2020.  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/One%20World%20Government/2020-11%20Capital%20Research%20Center%20Flyers%2011-2020%20Scan.pdf
http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/July_August_2020_TBR.pdf
http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/July_August_2020_TBR.pdf
http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/July_August_2020_TBR.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/tXXVo48SgKI/
https://www.kiplinger.com/retirement/social-security/601088/turning-60-in-2020-expect-lower-benefits
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67.  Thomas Jefferson’s Wisdom 

 

  “One of the basic principles in Jefferson’s thinking was that 

anyone entrusted with power over a period of time is almost 

certain to pervert it into tyranny and exploitation; and that the 

people themselves are the only safe depository of power.” 

Thomas Jefferson: Man of the People The Barnes Review 

“The yellow fever (think COVID-19) will 

discourage the growth of great cities in our nation, 

and I view great cities as pestilential to the morals, 

the health and the liberties of man.” 

Thomas Jefferson, West Point Speech 1823 

http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/September_October_2020.pdf
http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/September_October_2020.pdf
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68.  Plague of Corruption 

 “Can we trust the medical professionals about 

the Covid-19 pandemic? Do they really care 

about us or do they care more about protecting 

their reputations and profit streams? Dr. 

Mikovits will have you thinking twice about 

these health “experts” and whether or not we 

can trust them ever again! “ 

 “This book is a jaw dropping excursion through 

the lies of Big Money, Big Government and Big 

Pharma.  God bless Dr. Mikovits for her courage 

in sharing this story!” 

69. A Sensible and Compassionate Anti-COVID 

Strategy 

 “Bottom line COVID fatality rate is 0.2% 

 This disease is less dangerous than the 

seasonal flu.   

 This year, in the US, more children have died 
from the seasonal flu than from COVID by a 

factor of two or three. “ 

 Jay Bhattacharya, Professor of Medicine 
Stanford University, MD, Ph.D. 

 

 

https://imprimis.hillsdale.edu/sensible-compassionate-anti-covid-strategy/
https://imprimis.hillsdale.edu/sensible-compassionate-anti-covid-strategy/
http://www.barnesreview.org/TBRmem/September_October_2020.pdf
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70.  More than 54% of American children suffer from one or more chronic diseases. 

o Almost everyone has corona virus in their body. 

o We are asymptomatic, i.e. capable of showing no signs of a disease 

o Link to key word search and sources to confirm for yourself. 

o The Almanac of Chronic Disease 2008 Edition PowerPoint Pitch 61 Slides 

 

71.  June 2020: Making Sense of the COVID-19 “Pandemic”. 

 Facts about Covid-19, a report from Swiss Policy Research 

 Analysis of Crisis Management from the German Ministry of Interior 

 Perspectives on the pandemic, one nurse speaks out  

 Mass surveillance begins with kids: WIRED Magazine 

 The injection fraud–it’s not a vaccine: Catherine Austin Fitts 

 All Governments Lie: Oliver Stone 

 Meet Bill Gates: The Corbett Report 

 Coronavirus: It is governments not coronavirus which threatens our lives: Dr. Vernon Coleman 

72.  Rand Paul: “No Real Evidence” Lockdowns Work 

 Paul said that lockdowns haven’t changed the “trajectory of the disease” despite all the measures imposed such as 

crowd control, hand-washing, standing six feet apart, and closing down restaurants and schools. 

 Over 50,000 scientists and medical practitioners worldwide have signed a petition against lockdown measures, saying 

they are causing “irreparable damage” and calling on schools and businesses to open.  

https://www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?query=%2254%25+of+american+children+have+a+chronic+disease&cat=web&pl=ext-ff&language=english&extVersion=1.3.0
http://www.fightchronicdisease.org/sites/default/files/docs/Almanac_FINAL.ppt
https://beyondmoney.net/tag/catherine-austin-fitts/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/rand-paul-no-real-evidence-lockdowns-work_3610369.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-12-09
https://gbdeclaration.org/#cosigners
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73.  SARS-CoV-2 Contagion, Collusion, Corruption 

 SARS-CoV-2: Contagion, Collusion, Corruption uncovers the collusion among scientists, 
governments, and media to keep the world ignorant of the real origin of SARS-CoV-2 to the 

detriment of public health. 

  

 From early attempts by Beijing to fabricate cover stories, to the inability of the WHO to act in the 

public interest, to genetic analysis of SARS-CoV-2, Felton separates fact from fiction, science from 
hysteria, to expose the mismanagement, incompetence, cover-ups, and dishonesty that obscure 

who is responsible for the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people. 

  

 Through meticulous investigation, dedicated reporting, and exclusive sourcing of primary 
documents, SARS-CoV-2 unearths a more complex understanding of the rise, spread, and 

consequences of the first year of the pandemic than has yet been seen. The tragedy of SARS-CoV-

2 is that it could have been prevented because it is merely a symptom of the toxic practice of 

genetically manipulating viruses, ostensibly to develop vaccines. 

74.  Renowned Epidemiologist Aids St. Michael Academy’s Challenge of Michigan’s 

Lockdown as Thomas More Law Center Files Suit 

 Click on St. Michael Academy for their filed 

complaint 

 Click on Dr. Bhattacharya’s  to see 20- page affidavit 

 

 

https://www.turningthetidepublishing.com/shop/sars-cov-2?gmc=HglzyXX6aD&gm=7685&gml=pbYNCQxgLW&gmv=0
https://thomasmore.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=adf1a83154acea60d091b413c&id=f292183afc&e=2ac00ed40d
https://thomasmore.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=adf1a83154acea60d091b413c&id=47f443a38b&e=2ac00ed40d
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75.  More Data Lockdowns and Forced Masking Do Not Work. 

 Florida ends nearly all restrictions on 9/25/2020  

o  See decline in cases in December. 

 CT, MA and CA do not, see what happens. 

 Run your own compare. 
 Data source COVID Tracking Project 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-14%20Lockdowns%20Bad%20Idea%20Evidence%20In%20Stefan%20Milyneux.pdf
https://covidtracking.com/data/charts/cases-per-million-by-state
https://covidtracking.com/data/charts/cases-per-million-by-state
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76. Did North Dakota Governor Overreact or Did the SARS-CoV-2 Virus? 

 
 Wearing masks will not reduce SARS-CoV-2 (the virus), aka COVID-19 (the disease) 

 Note: SARS-CoV-2 is the virus and COVID-19 is the disease. 

 Would it not be interesting to study the outbreaks resulting from each state governor’s & municipality’s reaction?  

o Maybe each state governor & their municipal corporation and health department made the epidemic worse? 

o Maybe Gates and his pharmaceutical collaborators are also making the situation worse? 

o Maybe treating the immune system instead of injecting foreign bodies would make it better? 

o Who is driving this disaster over the cliff, this is the real question? 

  

Click To Full Source View 

To make this graph - hold Ctrl Key down and select state 

you want to compare 

https://www.hopkinsguides.com/hopkins/view/Johns_Hopkins_ABX_Guide/540747/all/Coronavirus_COVID_19__SARS_CoV_2_
https://covidtracking.com/data/charts/cases-per-million-by-state
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77.  Citizens For Free Speech – Link for brochures 

 

 

  

https://citizensforfreespeech.store/
https://citizensforfreespeech.store/shop/free_speech/dr-blaylock-brochures/
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78.  Experimental Gene Therapy (EGT), aka “COVID-19 VACCINE” 
(LINK – PRINT – READ – DISTRIBUTE - ASAP) 

 Thanks Cassie for this report! 
 Norway Deaths by EGT 
 Other countries have noted many deaths shortly after this EGT 
 Singapore & China have stopped using Pfizer's experimental gene therapy 
 California stops injections with Moderna Covid due to too many side effects 
 Italian law decides not enough research on C-“vaccines” & demands investigation 
 Scientists from Australia & New Zealand calling for halt of Astra-Zeneca "vaccine" trial. 
 Many specialists expect even more people to experience deadly side effects after the next "quack" dose and when they 

come into contact with natural virus similar to SARSCoV2, weeks or months later. But then the authorities will surely reject 
a connection, so as not to lose face (and freedom). 

 A doctor from Israel concludes that Pfizer’s EGT is less than half as effective, as alleged: 
 

79.  Dr. Lee Merritt: Vaccine is Binary Weapon/Agent (30 Minute Must Watch Video) 
 

 Thanks for this Ken! 

 Mirrored; Bio-warfare & Weaponization of Medicine Amid Covid - In this explosive interview with 

Senior Editor Alex Newman of The New American magazine, former president of the Association of 
American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS) Dr. Lee Merrit explains her belief that America is currently 

facing what appears to bet. Whether the Communist Chinese released the COVID19 virus on purpose 

or by accident is impossible to know, but the implications are enormous.  
 https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/ - America’s Frontline Doctors 

 https://aapsonline.org/  - Association of American Physicians and Surgeons 

 https://gbdeclaration.org/ -  Great Barrington Declaration 
 

 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-27%20Vaccination%20COVID%20Think%20While%20it's%20is%20Still%20Legal.pdf
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9166991/Coronavirus-Israeli-doctor-claims-Pfizers-vaccine-effective-expected-one-dose.html
https://www.brighteon.com/2ab4427d-a520-41bf-9045-30d7ea11f4ec
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/
https://aapsonline.org/
https://gbdeclaration.org/
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80.  Pharmacist Charged in CCP virus Vaccine Case 

to Plead Guilty (Link) 

 

81.  COVID AND THE VACCINE 

 Truth, Lies, and Misconceptions Revealed 

 Register your name & email to see free coverage. 

 Otherwise link here to see video directly 

 

82. Vaccine = Not a Vaccine by Dr. David Martin 

 

 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/pharmacist-charged-in-covid-19-vaccine-case-to-plead-guilty_3673271.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2021-01-28
https://www.theepochtimes.com/pharmacist-charged-in-covid-19-vaccine-case-to-plead-guilty_3673271.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2021-01-28
https://vrevealed.com/covid/trailer/?sub4=b2987f7330fd4b1f9cb1deb410676d2b&afid=26
https://vrevealed.com/covid/trailer/?ref_id=Re52448607
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-21%20Vaccine%20=%20Not%20a%20Vaccine%20Dr.%20David%20Martin.pdf
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83.  
 

 

2021-01-27 Vaccination COVID Think While it's is Still Legal  

2020-12-28 COVID Vaccine Warning by Diehld Foundation  

2020-12-14 Lockdowns Bad Idea Evidence In Stefan Milyneux  

2020-12-08 Globalism is the Rodent Carrying the Disease - The Rat Morphs Its Shape  

2021-01-28 Stand Up 12 12 20 Something Nefarious in the Air  

2020-12-1 The Pacification of Humanity - Emmuel S. John (A 6 minute must see musical slide show)  

2020-11 Capital Research Center Flyers 11-2020 Scan Can't get out of lockdown? Blame extortion by teachers unions. 

2020-11-12 Foundation for Moral Law Files Lawsuit in Alabama re. Constitut  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-27%20Vaccination%20COVID%20Think%20While%20it's%20is%20Still%20Legal.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-28%20COVID%20Vaccine%20Warning%20by%20Diehld%20Foundation.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-14%20Lockdowns%20Bad%20Idea%20Evidence%20In%20Stefan%20Milyneux.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/Globalism%20is%20the%20Disease%20-%20The%20Deep%20State%20Rats%20are%20the%20Carriers%20Who%20Morph%20Their%20Shape.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-01-28%20Stand%20Up%2012%2012%2020%20Something%20Nafarious%20in%20the%20Air.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/The%20Paciification%20of%20Humanity%20My%20Movie.mp4
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/One%20World%20Government/2020-11%20Capital%20Research%20Center%20Flyers%2011-2020%20Scan.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-11-12%20Foundation%20for%20Moral%20Law%20Files%20Lawsuit%20in%20Alabama%20re.%20Constitut.pdf
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2020-09-03 Unmasking the Facts - Is the Mask Worse Than the Disease - Part 1 & New Part 2 Plus Updated Frequently  

2020-09-03 COVID the Summary  

2020-08-07 Foundation for Moral Law COVID & Mask Law  

2020-07-29 Governors Are Not Immune to Lawsuits Arising Out of Willful or Negligent Disregard of State Laws 

COVID-19 FLYER 200dpi 

Disease Compare 7-22-2020 

2020-05-13 Tracking Down the Origin of Wuhan Coronavirus  

   

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/UnmaskingtheFacts.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-09-03%20COVID%20the%20Science%20Summary.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-08-07%20Foundation%20for%20Moral%20Law%20COVID%20&%20Mask%20Law.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-07-29%20Governors%20Are%20Not%20Immune%20to%20Lawsuits%20Arising%20Out%20of%20Willful%20or%20Negligent%20Disregard%20of%20State%20Laws.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Obamanations/COVID-19%20FLYER%20200dpi.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/Disease%20Compare%207-22-2020.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Obamanations/2020-05-13%20Tracking%20Down%20the%20Origin%20of%20Wuhan%20Coronavirus.pdf
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84.  How To Legally Decline A Vaccine (Thank YOU Dr. Justin) 
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85.  Lockdown versus State Income Tax and Balanced Budget 
 Texas and Florida have no state income tax and a balanced budget. 

o And they have NO lock down, see chart below tweeted by Texas Gov. Abbott. 

 California and New York have an income tax and are in debt big time. 

o AND they have lock down. 

 Plus other studies show Blue States have more outbreaks than Red States. 

 Lockdown Has Devasteted Blue State Economies Dick Morris Lunch Alert (2/16/2021) 

 Is there a correlation of the politics of each state and the COVID-19 suffering?  

 Dick Morris Lunch Hour Alert 3/5/2021 – New finding from states show lockdowns have no 

effect limiting deaths but do limit viral cases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.dickmorris.com/lockdown-has-devastated-blue-state-economies-lunch-alert/?utm_source=dmreports&utm_medium=dmreports&utm_campaign=dmreports
https://www.dickmorris.com/do-lockdowns-help/?utm_source=dmreports&utm_medium=dmreports&utm_campaign=dmreports
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86.  What to say to store clerks and the cops who try to violate your personal liverty and 

civil rights. 
 No Mask No Service Download this 8 page brochure by Peggy Hall 

o Print out all 8 pages and memorize it, carry it with you. 

o Download your state laws for $20 here wave this flag in their face 
o Form to protect yourself from vaccine injury 

 

87.  The Pleiadians Black Swan – Part 2 Recorded: 

2/23/2020 

 19 minute video regarding break down of 

sanitary conditions in the big cities, e.g. 

Chicago, New York and LA, one disease can 

trigger another, defaulting to fear instead of 

taking care of business, etc. 

 

88.  The Pleasdians Black Swan – Part 1 Recorded 2/23/2020 

 18 minute video regarding global health crisis, things are accelerating, enhance 

excellence in awarness and consciousness is the goal in these times of cover up, 600 

million people are now under lock down, i.e. twice the number of people in USA in 

sequestered isolation. (this part starts at 13 minutes). 

  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ec33703d876e52434d8b91c/t/5ffd3f23a4c138036b6e094d/1610432294703/FREE+GUIDE+-+No+Mask+No+Service+-+Peggy+Hall+The+Healthy+American.pdf
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/state-laws
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/s/FAMILY-FINANCIAL-DISCLOSURE-FORM-FORCOVID-19-INJECTIONS-Fixed.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MdCCgwQZ44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MdCCgwQZ44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MdCCgwQZ44
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89.  Mask Whistleblowers Tell All. 

 Kristen Megan & Tammy Clark Testimony on Masking 

 6 Minute video testimony on masking laws which are be overlooked. 

 There are so many variences it is insane to have one forced masking rule to fit all. 

 

90.  A Local Montanan Brenda B. Comment to Jack 2/11/2021 

“Hi Jack! 
 
I never “voluntarily” complied with this directive.  I was constantly battling with my assistant regarding the issue.  I explained 
to her that governor Bullock’s verbiage regarding the wearing of masks stated “directive” not “mandate” as people / media 
were saying.  A “directive” involves “voluntary” compliance verses a “mandate” which involves “forced” compliance (i.e. it is 
“Mandatory” that you were a mask).  I have looked at Gruesome Newsom’s (CA Gov) orders and the word “directive” is also 
used, yet the media keep spewing the word “mandate.”  I bet if all the other “mandates” across the nation were examined, 
they would also say “directive.”  Yeah, the lawyers will argue “verb” verses “noun” bullshit, but the end game is the same. Oh, 
the trickery they use.  You see, if you “voluntarily” comply, you cannot sue the state or its employees for damages caused by 
any action they take which violated your constitutional rights and harmed you in any way.  HOWEVER, if they FORCED you into 
compliance and you were harmed, well then you can exercise your first amendment rights, file grievances, sue the state 
employee responsible and go after their bond.    Thanks for sharing!  Brenda B.” 

 

91.  The CCP Vitus has many hallmatrks of laboratory modification 

  

https://vrevealed.com/covid/sneak-peek/meghan-clark/
https://rumble.com/vdf47n-the-ccp-virus-has-many-hallmarks-of-laboratory-modification.html
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92. These 14 Leading Experts Risk Being Censored, Shut Down and Cancelled to Make Sure 

You are Armed With  the Truth. 

 This 9 Part documentary Series (link above) Includes Well Credentialed Docors, Scientists, Researchers, 

Legal Experts and Champions. 

 Truth, Lies, and Misconceptons Revealed. 

 This information is being censored. 

 Do Masks Really Work? 

 What Is The Real Risk Of Dying From COVID? 

 How Will We Really Know That a COVID Vaccine is Safe? 

 Is there really no treatment for COVID? 

 Has America Heard The Facts? 

 How do I know what is Real? 

  

https://vrevealed.com/covid/trailer/
https://vrevealed.com/covid/trailer/
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93.  Horowitz: With no mask mandate and schools open, florida ranks 11th lowest in COVID 

deaths per capita among seniors. 

 This is a great study link above. 

 Bottomline here is another example that masking and 

lockdowns is worse than the disease. 

 

  

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-with-no-mask-mandate-and-schools-open-florida-ranks-11th-lowest-in-excess-deaths-among-seniors
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-with-no-mask-mandate-and-schools-open-florida-ranks-11th-lowest-in-excess-deaths-among-seniors
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94.  Montana U.S. Representative Rosendale Letter - COVID-19 Funding Packed with No Help Causes   

 

This is how the USA is driven into debt controled by 

the central banks. 
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95.  The Epoch Times Reports March 24, 2021 

 3 Fully Vaccinated Hawaii Residents Test Positive for COVID-19 

 NH Classes Canceled as Teachers, Staff Ill From the Effects of the Vaccine 

 Note USA Graphic lower right corner 

o US COVID Deaths/US Confirmed Cases = 1.82% 

96.  Peggy Hall – the Healthy American 

TODAY! LIVE 
STREAM CLASS ON LAWS  ORDERS and your RIGHTS.msg

The TRUTH about 
TEXAS (video).msg

LAW & ORDER (link 
to video).msg

5 WAYS TO SHOP 
MASK-FREE.msg

MASK-FREE AT USPS 
(video).msg  

 Learn the state laws ht protect your rights! 

 Sign up for Peggy Hall 

97.  Letter to the editor: COVID-19 Vaccine: What they’re not telling you 

 Must read reader comment above in Billings, MT Gazette. 

 Participants in medical experiments must be given full informed consent. 

 This pandemic is not fatal for over 99.8% of the population. 

 Injections are new mRNA gene altering cannot provide immunity 

 Dr. Gert Vanden Bossche warning mass vaccinations can result in global health disaster. 

  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/3-fully-vaccinated-hawaii-residents-test-positive-for-covid-19_3745456.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2021-03-23
https://www.theepochtimes.com/schools-canceled-after-teachers-staff-ill-from-the-effects-of-the-vaccine-superintendent_3744843.html?utm_source=CCPVirusNewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2021-03-23
https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=SIPavq&mc=Is&s=BwxRR7H&u=ycCOw&z=EtHGhYJ&
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/
https://billingsgazette.com/article_67d2e7b1-3a03-50f1-aa16-aba59dd83ef1.html
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98.  6000% (60 times) Increase in Reported Vaccine Deaths 1st Qtr 2021 vs. 1st Qtr 2020. 
 (MEDICAL KIDNAP) – As can be expected when new experimental "vaccines" that are not approved by the FDA are 

given emergency use authorization to fight a "pandemic" that is now over a year old, reported deaths following the 

injections of these shots have now skyrocketed in the U.S. population by over 6000% here at the end of the first quarter 

of 2021, as compared to recorded deaths following FDA-approved vaccines at the end of the first quarter of 2020. 

 Visit These Important Websites About Vaccines 

99.  Mask wearing represents fear and blind obedience, not science 

 Dr. Anthony Fauci himself told the truth about the uselessness of mask-wearing on "60 Minutes" on March 8, 2020: "Right now, in the United 

States, people should not be walking around with masks. … There's no reason to be walking around with a mask. When you're in the middle 

of an outbreak, wearing a mask might make people feel a little bit better, and it might even block a droplet, but it's not providing the perfect 

protection that people think that it is. And, often, there are unintended consequences: People keep fiddling with the mask, and they keep 

touching their face." 

 Dr. Ramin Oskoui, a cardiologist in Washington at a Senate hearing in December 2020, testified under oath: "Masks do not work." (The New 

York Times, Dec. 8, 2020.) 

 Advertisement - story continues below 

 The Wall Street Journal reported on Nov. 11, 2020: "The projected number of lives saved, and the implied case for a mask mandate, are based 

on a faulty statistic." 

 Dr. Paul E. Alexander, a Canadian epidemiologist, wrote: "Surgical and cloth masks, used as they currently are, have absolutely no impact on 

controlling the transmission of Covid-19 virus, and current evidence implies that face masks can be actually harmful." (American Institute for 

Economic Research, Feb. 11, 2021.) 

 Roger W. Koops, who has a doctorate in chemistry from the University of California, Riverside, wrote: "A 'mask,' and that term usually refers 

to either a SURGICAL mask or N95 mask, has no benefit in the general population and is only useful in controlled clinical settings. Further, 

it has been considered a greater transmission risk than a benefit in the general population. … In the open environment, no one should be 

wearing face coverings." (American Institute for Economic Research, Oct. 16, 2020.) 

 Finally, a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine on May 21, 2020, concluded: "We know that wearing a mask outside 

health care facilities offers little, if any, protection from infection. Public health authorities define a significant exposure to Covid-19 as face-

to-face contact within 6 feet with a patient with symptomatic Covid-19 that is sustained for at least a few minutes (and some say more than 10 

minutes or even 30 minutes). The chance of catching Covid-19 from a passing interaction in a public space is therefore minimal. In many 

cases, the desire for widespread masking is a reflexive reaction to anxiety over the pandemic." 

 

https://www.wnd.com/2021/04/4904994/
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/vaccines
https://www.wnd.com/2021/04/mask-wearing-represents-fear-blind-obedience-not-science/?ff_source=Email&ff_medium=wnd-breaking&ff_campaign=breaking&ff_content=breaking
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100.  To mask or not?  Physician calls them “a ticking time bomb” 

 The plastics (in masks) contain chemicals such as polycyclic hydrocarbons, which can cause DNA 
damage. Dyes and other additives, some of which have reproductive toxicity, can cause cancer and 

mutations. 
 "When you wear a mask, tiny microfibers are released, which can cause health problems when 

inhaled. The risk is increased when masks are reused. This hazard was highlighted in a 

performance study to be published in the June 2021 issue of Journal of Hazardous Materials," 
Mercola wrote. 

 

101.  CNN Admits Hyping COVID Numbers to Boost Ratings 

 

102. The Plandemic  

 

Plandemic is the most banned documentary of all time, yet it is the most viewed film in all of human history. 

More than one billion people saw part one! People want the truth, despite the mad censorship by Big Tech.  
 
This is a must view documentary, please link below.  

 I invite you all to watch this, streaming to your wide screen works best, via your laptop if you have to. 

 The documentary video is 1:15:30 long. 

 https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/plandemic/ 

 You will have a new perspective of the CDC and WHO. 

 The CDC reports to the Dept of Health and Human Services which reports to the U.S. Executive Branch which hangs 

under The U.S. Constitution – Here are the organization charts for CDC. 

 https://www.usgovernmentmanual.gov/ReadLibraryItem.ashx?SFN=Myz95sTyO4rJRM/nhIRwSw==&SF=

VHhnJrOeEAnGaa/rtk/JOg== 

 https://www.cdc.gov/about/pdf/organization/cdc-org-chart.pdf 

https://www.wnd.com/2021/04/mask-not-physician-calls-ticking-time-bomb/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wnd-newsletter&utm_campaign=dailyam&utm_content=newsletter&ats_es=3fb9c48106ef4c2b03f7cce260c5c81d
https://list.dickmorris.com/t/1711512/4859466/20542/8/
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/plandemic/
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/plandemic/
https://www.usgovernmentmanual.gov/ReadLibraryItem.ashx?SFN=Myz95sTyO4rJRM/nhIRwSw==&SF=VHhnJrOeEAnGaa/rtk/JOg
https://www.usgovernmentmanual.gov/ReadLibraryItem.ashx?SFN=Myz95sTyO4rJRM/nhIRwSw==&SF=VHhnJrOeEAnGaa/rtk/JOg
https://www.cdc.gov/about/pdf/organization/cdc-org-chart.pdf
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 I have researched and networked with other experts in the fields of American property rights and unalienable rights for 

some 17 years and can tell you this documentary exposese extremely complex puzzle of visualizing the big picture. 

 My cousin Dr. Duane Smith MD and his wife, a RN worked abroad for the WHO during his short life.  

 Here are some of my notes during the viewing FYI. 

o The part about the WHO starts at 39:38. 

o Think interlocking health organizations. 

o 1300 patents funding conflicts of interest violating antitrust federal laws. 

o In my younger days these acts would have caused prison sentences but now only cause fines. 

o John D. Rockefeller founded Big Pharma. 

103. What You Should Know About the COVID19 Vaccines (Link to studies) 

1. The FDA did not approve Moderna or Pfizer mRNA gene therapeutics they dubbed "vaccines". It simply authorized them. Fauci confirms. 

19 doctors warned the world of the dangers. AstraZeneca is being dropped by 24 countries.  

2. The clinical trials will be completed in 2023, and there are 12 vaccine companies working on profiting from vaccine sales 

3. The FDA & CDC have not revealed to the public over 20 adverse effects, including Death, related to Covid19 vaccines, which were 

discussed in an October 2020 meeting. 3,186 deaths from Covid19 vaccines are reported by the National Vaccine Information Center as at 

4/16/2021, and one-third of the deaths occurred within 48 hours. For clarification purposes in this article, Covid19 is regarded as an influenza 

variant. Some will argue that it was developed in a Gain-of-Function lab. That is moot. The primary consideration is whether an experimental 

vaccine is warranted for a disease with a 99.9% survival rate. I am for tried, true and tested (safe) vaccines. I am NOT for experimental 

vaccines backed by disastrous animal studies 

5. The mRNA jab does not prevent you from contracting Covid19 or from transmitting it. Dr. Steve Hotze elaborates. Fauci confirms. The 

CDC graph underscores that reality, proving vaccines are ineffective and vaccine passports are totally useless. 87 million Americans have 

been vaccinated as at 4/20/21, of which 7,157 have contracted Covid after being vaccinated, resulting in 88 deaths. Also, an imperfect 

"vaccination" can enhance the transmission of highly virulent pathogens, according to this NCGI article  

https://nojabforme.info/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-takes-additional-action-fight-against-covid-19-issuing-emergency-use-authorization-second-covid
https://t.co/HAzStbwgNh?amp=1
https://twitter.com/wakeupfromcovid/status/1370188597366784003?s=20
https://rumble.com/veseil-world-doctors-warn-do-not-take-mrna-shot.html
https://thehighwire.com/videos/astrazeneca-vaccine-falls-from-grace/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/T9BKJaZqEw5y/
https://www.fool.com/investing/2020/04/07/here-are-all-the-companies-working-on-covid-19-vac.aspx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-4tlYCSU0KxRoGJJlbs50L6ulEBvKdK7/view?usp=drivesdk
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?EVENTS=on&PAGENO=1&PERPAGE=10&ESORT&REVERSESORT&VAX=%28COVID19%29&VAXTYPES=%28COVID-19%29&DIED=Yes&fbclid=IwAR2rBWzmzUUh-5eWc3N4gp6PV3aEnpIyzAX0Oazu32g8hzrPHqKfVmflV1M
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/latest-data-cdc-vaers/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=defender
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-01205-5
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/fully-vaccinated-people.html
https://rumble.com/veos2r-all-about-mrna-so-called-vaccines.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8884031/Dr-Fauci-warns-early-COVID-19-vaccines-prevent-symptoms-not-block-infection.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/images/vaccines/323698_A_COVID-19_AfterVaccine.jpg
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-cases.html
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4516275/
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104.  Masks Don’t Work: A review of science relevant to COVID19 social policy by Dr. D. G. Rancourt, 

PHD June 25, 2020 former professor of physics at Ottawa. (Link to 27 minute video interview) 

 All studies do not detect an advantage to wearing a mask. 

 There are serious disadvantages to wearing mask. 

 The mask collects the pathogenic materials. 

 Then you are constantly touching the mask. 

 Winter burden death is the same as last 30 to 40 years. 

  Dr. Rancourt has 40 – 50 years of this cycle. 

 Masking is a draconian measure. 

 Health care workers wearing N95 masks have far more headaches. 

 People with comorbidity have the problem. 

  The COVID peak in graph 2020-21 is 3 to 5 weeks wide. 

 Dr. Rancourt findings show the spike timing is highly correlated to 

those jurisdictions locking COVID patients down especially the 

elderly into intuitions, stressing them out with fear, no letting their 

families visit them, keeping them contained in an infected 

environment, e.g. New York was worse, Texas no spike. 

 There is plenty of evidence forced masking and lockdowns will 

make any future waves of COVID WORSE NOT better. 

 The infectious winter season of the southern hemisphere when their air is dry is our summer. 

 Viral respiratory disease is transmitted by aerosol particles in the air which are not stable in humid air.  

 In the equatorial zone of the earth this “spiking” phenomenon does not exist as it is always humid, i.e. the transmissibility of 

these types of respiratory viruses is not high. This phenomenon applies to middle latitude countries repeatedly. 
 Ontario Civil Liberties Assoc. recommends peaceful civil disobedience.  
 OCLA Asks WHO to Retract Recommendation Advising Use of Face Masks I General Population (News article) 
 OCLA Letter to WHO 
 Analysis of the scientific basis for Ontario, Canada’s mandatory face masking and physical distancing law, 2020 

o Dated February 6, 2021, 24 pages 

USA Winter Burden Mortality Wave  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/xKHq1ixEYhQ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xKHq1ixEYhQ/
https://youtu.be/OoIQvLE3_nQ
https://ocla.ca/ocla-letter-who/
https://ocla.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2020-06-21-Letter-OCLA-to-WHO-DG.pdf
https://ocla.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/OCLA-Report-2021-1-4th-science-review-for-covid-policy-Reg-364-20-7f.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xKHq1ixEYhQ/
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105. The Moral High Ground According to Grrgraphics 

 Their goal has always been bigger government and more 

authoritarianism. 

106.  COVID-19 AND THE GLOBAL PREDATORS: WE AE 

THE PREY  

 A Book by Peter R Breggin, MD and Ginger Breggin  

 "This book is a must-read-now-to-understand what is happening before 

our very eyes. Sit forward, with both feet on the ground and be ready for 

the most gripping nonfiction that just rocketed into your library. What you will learn may save you and your family in 

the turbulent times ahead."Peter A. McCullough MD, MPH 

 "Covid-19 and the Global Predators is an absolutely authoritative book describing the root causes of the genocide and 

crimes against humanity that we are still living through. It is a bright light of clarity in a world of dark confusion. God 

should bless Dr. Breggin and his wife with good health and a long life. Thank you for this gift" Vladimir Zelenko MD 

 

 

  

https://grrrgraphics.com/what-moral-high-ground/?vgo_ee=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp8cjrz5ZyNpB
https://grrrgraphics.com/what-moral-high-ground/?vgo_ee=YpwbclH3I6kgDMZa6WIwb3tDBgjqabDYeLm6zpFBqRPDx7HCR22zp8cjrz5ZyNpB
https://www.wearetheprey.com/
https://www.wearetheprey.com/
https://www.wearetheprey.com/product/preorder-covid-19-and-the-global-predators-special-bonus/1?cs=true&cst=popular
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106. People who are Scared are More Willingly to Give Up Their Civil Liberties -  GET IT. 

 Dan Bongino Show July 2, 2021 

 Delta Variant Same Rate as Flu!  

https://bongino.com/ep-1555-is-this-how-the-nsa-is-spying-on-tucker-carlson
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107. COVID EXPOSED - PART 1 & 2 JASON SHURKA CENSORED\ 

 Visit Jason Shurka, an Author, and Entrepreneur & Truth Seeker and learn 

the truth, link above.  

108.  Found 387, 087 cases where Vaccine is COVID19 

This week’s data for 12- to 17-year-olds show: 11,584 total adverse events, including 578 rated as serious and 
nine reported deaths among 12- to 17-year-olds. Four deaths (or 44%) were cardiac-related and three were 

sudden, unexplained deaths. 

 

 

  

https://www.jasonshurka.com/censored
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-vaers-data-injuries-surpass-7000-ages-12-to-17-covid-vaccines/
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COVID-19&WhichAge=range&LOWAGE=12&HIGHAGE=18
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COVID-19&SERIOUS=ON&WhichAge=range&LOWAGE=12&HIGHAGE=18
https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&VAXTYPES=COVID-19&DIED=Yes&WhichAge=range&LOWAGE=12&HIGHAGE=18
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109.  Get the Truth at America' Frontline Doctors 

 They are being banned by big tech Amazon Web Services, i.e. Jeff Bezos, 

Mark Zuckerberg, Amazon, et al. 

 i.e. more reason to watch their new site linked above. 

 

110.  Los Angeles County sheriff will not enforce new mask mandate: ‘Not backed by 

science’- The requirement takes effect Saturday night 

 Los Angeles County Sheriff Alex Villanueva said Friday he will not use his department to enforce a mandatory 

indoor mask requirement set to take effect this weekend amid a spike in COVID-19 cases across the county since its 

reopening. 

 FINALLY THE REAL LAW OF THE LAND STAND UP AGAINST THIS DIAPHERING OF THE FACE NONSENS  

 

  

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/los-angeles-county-sheriff-mask-mandate
https://www.foxnews.com/us/los-angeles-county-sheriff-mask-mandate
https://www.foxnews.com/category/us/los-angeles
https://www.foxnews.com/media/los-angeles-homeless-crisis-sheriff-liberal-insanity
https://www.foxnews.com/category/health/infectious-disease/coronavirus
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111. Antibodies And T-Cells Are More Beneficial Than The Vaccine 

https://rumble.com/vk8rxe-antibodies-and-t-cells-are-more-beneficial-than-the-vaccine.html 

Robert F Kennedy Jr Sounds The Alarm On Truth Of Covid Vaccines For Kids 

https://rumble.com/vk9omm-robert-f-kennedy-jr-sounds-the-alarm-on-truth-of-covid-vaccines-for-kids.html 

We Have The Sickest Generation In History Today Due To Fauci 

https://rumble.com/vk9ooa-we-have-the-sickest-generation-in-history-today-due-to-fauci.html 
 

 

The Hill Loves Fauci And He Loves Lobbying Them 

https://rumble.com/vk9oue-the-hill-loves-fauci-and-he-loves-lobbying-them.html 
 

BETTER SIT DOWN FOR THIS - big government against the people 

Fauci Signed His Soul Away With Corrupt Deals With Pharmaceutical Industry 

https://rumble.com/vk9orw-fauci-signed-his-soul-away-with-corrupt-deals-with-pharmaceutical-industry.html 

� Robert Kennedy Jr outlines Bill Gates and Fauci Relationship 

https://rumble.com/vhd6mf-robert-kennedy-jnr-outlines-bill-gates-and-fauci-relationship.html 

 

  

https://rumble.com/vk8rxe-antibodies-and-t-cells-are-more-beneficial-than-the-vaccine.html
https://rumble.com/vk9omm-robert-f-kennedy-jr-sounds-the-alarm-on-truth-of-covid-vaccines-for-kids.html
https://rumble.com/vk9ooa-we-have-the-sickest-generation-in-history-today-due-to-fauci.html
https://rumble.com/vk9oue-the-hill-loves-fauci-and-he-loves-lobbying-them.html
https://rumble.com/vk9orw-fauci-signed-his-soul-away-with-corrupt-deals-with-pharmaceutical-industry.html
https://rumble.com/vhd6mf-robert-kennedy-jnr-outlines-bill-gates-and-fauci-relationship.html
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112.  Vaccine Exemption Practical Side Supporting Document (Link to Report) 

1. The Low Mortality Rate of the Disease 

2. COVID Mainly Affects People in the Third and Fourth Age Groups 
3. Asymptomatic Transmissions of COVID are too Insignificant to Warrant the Mandate of a Vaccine 

4. Among the Seriously Ill, the Vaccine May Actually Cause More Harm Than Good 
5. In the 12-29 Age Group, there has been a notable risk of heart inflammation due to the COVID Vaccine  

6. The Vaccine is Temporary and Will Go Obsolete, Will You Mandate Future Developed Vaccines for 

Future Mutations of COVID? 
7. Multiple, Eminent Health Authorities From All Across the World Have Warned Against the Safety and 

Efficacy of Coronavirus Vaccines 

8. Current Pfizer CEO Unable to Say if Vaccine Will Mitigate COVID transmission 
9. Adverse Reactions and Death Caused by the Vaccines are Underreported  

 

 

113.  The Myth of Safe Vaccination  

 The History of Vaccines Cause of Epidemics 

 From 1712 to 1896 with quotes from MD's acknowledging the role of vaccinations and cancer, increase 

in crib death, the origins of AIDS, smallpox epidemic caused the Philippine death rate to quadruple. 

  

https://news.gab.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Vaccine-Exemption-Practical-Side-Supporting-Document.doc
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-08-23%20THE%20MYTH%20OF%20SAFE%20VACCINATION.pdf
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114.  COVID-19 OPEN CASES 

 Link above to see 188 records of legal cases /actions against COVID related issues. 

 Masks stop working in as little as 20 minutes due to saturation. 

Top  WHO contributors in 2021 were Germany, Gates Foundation , USA 

 Pfizer CEO won't take his own vaccine. 

 Masks Don't Work - Multiple Sources, Multiple Studies 

  Study: no masks worn in an operating theater showed no infection rate increase. 

    HCQ works. So many doctors have used it with great result. 

 Government led vaccination program killed over 600 people mostly children. 

 Billionaires receive millions of taxpayer dollars from COVID-19 stimulus. 

 52% of hotel owners said they are in danger of foreclosure. 

 Bill Gates advocates for lockdown restrictions for 4 to 12+ months. 

 43% in US Commercial bankruptcies from past year. 

 +45% in profits for Walmart from past year. 

19% of US businesses closed due to government mandated closures. 

 

115.  Arizona Can't Use COVID Money for Anti Mask Grants Feds  

 Exactly how the globalist/Deep State/so called Feds play their game. 
 It is called pay for play or more commonly bribery by the globalist upon the States. 

  

https://hereistheevidence.com/covid/
https://www.newsmax.com/politics/virus-outbreak-school-funding/2021/10/05/id/1039259/
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116.  The Unexpected Case of the Disappearing Flue 

 Health experts feared a double barrel shot of respiratory virus at the onset of SARS-CoV-2 , i.e. endemic 

respiratory viruses AND coronavirus however, this did not happen.  

 See graph Global circ of influenza viruses. 
 Flu vaccinations, hand washing, mask wearing and social distancing are largely implausible for reasons layed 

out in the study linked above. 

 SAARS-CoV-2 influenza has spread despite all efforts to stop it however, betacoronaviruses largely 
disappeared.  

 See graph below. 

 Strains that have been causing all the  type A 

influenza in the world for perhaps a dozen 

years will vanish and the next season be 

replaced everywhere by a novel strain. 
  

https://medium.com/illumination-curated/the-unexpected-case-of-the-disappearing-flu-64fd1fa5e909
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117.  Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) (Link title to check out facts below)  

1. 100% of Deaths Following COVID-19 Shots are From OJnly 5% of the Manufacture Lots 

According to VAERS 
2. 26 Firehouses in NYC Close as Staff Refuse COVID-19 Vaccines - Garbagge Piles up in NYC as 

People Quit Rather than Get the Shot. 
3. 28,103 Deaths and 2,637,525 Injuries Folling COVID Shots in European Database of Adverse 

Reactions - European Members of Parliament Speak Out. 
4. 12,000n Air Force Personnel, Including Elite Pilots, Have Rejected Vax Order. 
5. UK Stats Show 2% of COVID-19 Deaths and 66% Hospitalizations were Among Fully 

Vaccinated for Past Month. 
6. Louisiana High School Caught Injecting Children with COVID-19 Shots Without Parantal 

Knowledge - One Mom Sues. 
7. Attorneys and Doctors Warn that Hospitals are No Longer Safe - Remdesivir Drug Kills 25% of 

Patients - 85% Patients on Ventilators Die. 

8. Medical Doctor: "Hospital Admission hs Become Like Reporting to Prison". 

9. UCLA Uses Nazi Tactics to Publicly Shame Their Own Doctors and Nurses Who Refuse 

COVID-19 Shots - Just Firing Them Not Enough. 

10. The Destruction of U.S. Medical Care: Mayo Clinic to Lose 8000 Employees Who Refuse the 

COVID-19 Shot 

11. FDA Committee Rubber Stamps Pfizers Plan to Inject 29 Million Childre 5 to 11 Years Old. 
12. 45 Year Old FBI Speciaol Agent Dies Less Than 24 Hours After Receiving the Pfizer COVID-19 

Vaccine 

13. Video Emerges of Man Dying I Front of Hospital that Refuses to Open their Door. 
14. Fully Vaccinated are Sufferijng Far Higher Rates of Infection than the Unvaccinate, and It is Getting 

Worse. 

15. Unvaccinated Hospital Staff Only Ones Telling the Truth Regarding Vaccine Injuries as They Prepare 
to Leave the Medical System. 

https://vaccineimpact.com/
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118.  All Deaths Reported to VAERS by Year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Click on this graphic for Detail 

report 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/airline-industry-issues-dire-warning-against-vaxx-mandates-we-have-all-the-control-aircraft-will-stop-moving-with-major-effects-on-economy/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/phd-researchers-analysis-of-vaers-data-reveals-5427-increase-in-deaths-following-covid-shots-compared-to-all-vaccines-the-past-10-years/
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119.  July to October 2021 Rhode Island Delta Wave COVID-19 Hospitalizations and Deaths 

 Only 3.5% among previously infected regardless of vax status: Rate = 0.8/100,000 

o i.e. Natural Immunity kicks in to protect the body. 

o i.e. The body's immune system is the key to fighting COVID-19 

o NOT Big Pharma man made vaccines! 

o 37% less cases admitted Not Fully vaxed than fully vaxed. 

o This is the power of natural immunity and the path to follow versus.. 

o The billions spent on Big Pharma vaxing. 
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120.  Spike Only Vaccine a Colossal Blunder:  Michigan State University Shows SARS-COV-

2 Vaccine Escape is Due to Vaccination. 

 Earlier analyses had shown correlation of new COVID-19 cases with vaccine uptake, indicating 

vaccine escape. Now that causality is confirmed, the question is: Will policy makers stop making 
it worse? By James Lyons-Weiler | 8 December 2021 POPULAR RATIONALISM -- Yesterday, I 

published a mathematical analysis that showed that the Barnstable County, Massachusetts (CDC 

data) supports the conclusion. 

121.  The CDC's Flawed Case for Wearing Masks in School 

 CDC director says repeatedly schools without masks mandates have triple risk of COVID outbreaks. 
Claim is based on very shakey science. Link above to read report. 

122.  Covid Lockdowns Will Be Remembered as One of the Greatest Policy Failures Ever 

 Lockdowns were one of the “greatest peacetime policy disasters of all time,” concludes Professor 

Douglas Allen in a paper just published by the International Journal of the Economics of 

Business. 
 The scientific data makes clear that these policies should never again be implemented in response 

to covid—which, as a reminder, is less deadly than the flu for healthy young children and 

comparable to the flu for adults who choose to get vaccinated. 

https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2021/12/mask-guidelines-cdc-walensky/621035/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/covid-lockdowns-will-be-remembered-as-one-of-the-greatest-policy-failures-ever/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/epub/10.1080/13571516.2021.1976051?needAccess=true&
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/epub/10.1080/13571516.2021.1976051?needAccess=true&
https://www.npri.org/commentary/public-health-establishment-can-blame-itself-for-vaccine-hesitancy/
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123.  OSHA Halt's Enforcement 

 U.S. Sixth Circuit Court dissolved the Fifth Circuit Court Stay on Vaccination and Testing. 

 See Peggy Hall banned video on Bitchute re. face masks violate OSHA's oxygen standard in 

confined areas 

  OSHA is first government agency on record to state that employees have a legal exemption 

not only to vaccines but to testing and masking. 

 OSHA has the federal authority to regulate workplace safety not public health and is fully 

aware that these unlawful measures forcing masks, tests and vaccines actually CREAT the 

hazardous workplace conditions tht employers are required to PREVENT. 

o  Listen to this - Peggy to the Rescue and OSHA 

 

124. Everything you Need to Know about your religious rights protected by Title VII of the 

U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

 Get Peggy Hall and Pastor Hall's help on religious exemptions for employers and colleges. 

 

125.  Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi: Organs of Dead vaccinated Proves Auto Immune Attack - 12.22.2021 

 Bitchute link - https://www.bitchute.com/video/fHIT55iM4Zv9/ 

 16 minute video doctor explains how vaccines are killing body self defense systems. 

 Potential for outbreak of tuberculosis. 

 Explosion of tumors and cancers amoung the vaccinated. 

  

https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/ets2?utm_medium=email&utm_source=getresponse&utm_content=BREAKING%2BNEWS%3A%2B%2BOSHA%2BHALTS%2BENFORCEMENT%21&utm_campaign=
https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=SLc6MW&mc=rG&s=BwxRR7H&u=ycCOw&z=Et0yVFG&
https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=SLc6MW&mc=rG&s=BwxRR7H&u=ycCOw&z=Et0yVFG&
https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=SLc6I8&mc=rG&s=BwxRR7H&u=ycCOw&z=EFe9Yt&
https://app.getresponse.com/click.html?x=a62b&lc=SLc6I8&mc=rG&s=BwxRR7H&u=ycCOw&z=EFe9Yt&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6g8V4FrKLjU
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/religious-exemptions
https://www.thehealthyamerican.org/religious-exemptions
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fHIT55iM4Zv9/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fHIT55iM4Zv9/
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126.  In 93% of Cases Vaccine was implicated in the Deaths 

 

 The organ most attacked was the heart 

 

127.  Civil disobedience: How we stop Biden vaccine mandates 

 

128.  3000 Physicians, Scientists Sign Declaration Accusing governments of Crimes Against 

Humanity Through Covid Regime 

  

https://www.infowars.com/posts/real-covid-stats-kill-the-cdc-narrative/
https://www.wnd.com/2021/10/civil-disobedience-stop-biden-vaccine-mandates/
https://vaccineeffects.org/3000-physicians-scientists-sign-declaration-accusing-governments-of-crimes-against-humanity-through-covid-regime/
https://vaccineeffects.org/3000-physicians-scientists-sign-declaration-accusing-governments-of-crimes-against-humanity-through-covid-regime/
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129.  Doing Our Own Due Diligence as Parents on the COVID-19 Vaccine for Children 

 19 page report including comments 

Great read 

Reveals the data manipulation going on to fit the Agenda 

130.  Spike-Only Vaccine a Colossal Blunder: Michigan State University Shows SARS-CoV-2 

Vaccine Escape is Due to Vaccination (WS 

"Yesterday, I published a mathematical analysis that showed that the Barnstable County, Massachusetts (CDC 

data) supports the conclusion of negative efficacy (vaccinated people more likely to be diagnosed with COVID-

19). Earlier, I had published and announced in a public speech (Harrisburg) that the vaccine program had failed, in 

part based on my findings that the number of new cases was highest in countries with highest vaccine uptake (See 

article here). The Israeli and UK data showed more cases in the vaccinated than in the unvaccinated, and my 

analysis yesterday should silence the pedestrian response “that’s because there are more people who are 

vaccinated”. I’ve pointed out (as have others) that Fauci’s “go home until you are sick enough to need emergency 

care” makes people variant incubators."  James Lyons-Weiler Dec 9, 2021 

  

https://latterdaysaintmag.com/doing-our-own-due-diligence-as-parents-on-the-covid-19-vaccine-for-children/
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/who-gets-more-covid-19-vaccinated
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/if-vaccine-work-then-how-is-it-possible
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/if-vaccine-work-then-how-is-it-possible
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/who-gets-more-covid-19-vaccinated
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/who-gets-more-covid-19-vaccinated
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131. Mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 Evolution Revealing Vaccine-Resistant Mutations in 

Europe and America (Scroll down to 2nd article of this link) 

  "By tracking the evolutionary trajectories of vax resistant mutations in more than 2.2 million SARS-
COV-2 genomes, we reveal that the occurrence & frequency of vax-resistant mutations correlate 

strongly with the vaccination rates in Europe and America. 

 What this means to the authors is that vaccine-breakthrough and antibody-resistant mutations will 
increase transmission once most people are carrying antibodies through either vaccination or 

infection. The authors call for use of this information in vaccine programs (!). That, of course, will 

lead to further selection pressure. 
 What this means to me is that the infamous “new variants” Delta and Omicron variants have the 

mutations in the RBD now make all existing spike-only vaccines obsolete. Once Omicron 

dominates, another evolutionary arms race will take place - as long as we are targeting only the spike 
protein in so many people. 

 Our best bet is to foster immune health so when people are inevitably infected, they have 

a better shot at very long-lasting immunity via neutralizing antibodies, memory B-cells 

and memory T-cells to the 55 other epitopes from other SARS-CoV-2 virus proteins that 

I reported in April 2020." 
o The immune system is the key also emphasized by Kryon link here, i.e. NOT VACCINES 

 "Dear ones, your immune system has never seen this. Most of you have a robust immune system, 

but for those who don’t, your system will overreact to the virus. You might say that the immune 

system is what is killing the Human Beings, not the virus. The virus will take the dysfunction of 

your body to a certain level, and then the immune system, which has never seen this before, will 

completely overreact and cause quick death. 

 

Now, I just gave you a key: If your medical science could encapsulate that immune system so it 

will not overreact, this flu will never kill another Human. You absolutely know the flu season is 

coming back. However, it will simply be the flu and it won’t be a killer flu anymore, because you 

https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/spike-only-vaccine-a-colossal-blunder
https://www.kryon.com/CHAN2020/k_channel20_ww1.html
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will have figured it out. I just gave you something to work on and to know, and, if you think I am 

wrong, simply ask those doctors in the ICU if they have seen this phenomenon. They will say, 

“Yes, and we know there’s something else. We wish we knew what it was.” 

 

Concentrate not on the virus vaccine, but on the immune system. Figure out why this reaction is 

taking place and work the puzzle of the immune system, so that there is no devastating horror for 

so many and hurt for so many hearts. Inappropriate death, it is.  

 

You have gone into a habit of looking for an outside cure to always come forward and give you 

protection. Realize, dear ones, that this is an “add on” to an already wonderful immune system 

that begs for help. What if you, someday, have no need for any vaccine, and instead, you become 

super-strong in your resistance? What if everything can be solved and cured by enhancing YOUR 

system instead of something from the outside? What if this strength comes from organic 

substances and enhanced support for your own system instead of going to a pill? This would be a 

new paradigm for mainstream health."  Kryon Channeled by Lee Carroll 

 

 

132.  Stop Federal Vaccine Database Bill H.R. 550 -  
 Vote Now To Stop This Fear Mongering For Profit And Power Over You 

 

133.  The Myth of Safe Vaccination - History of Vaccines Cause of Epidemics 

 Link above or click on embedded PDF here . 

 1896 - Carlo Ruta, Professor at University of Perugia states that: vaccinatin isa a world wide 

delusion and an unscientific practice, with consequences measured today with tears and sorrow 

without end.  

 "Abolish vaccination and you will cut the cancer rates in half"- Dr. F.P. Millard, 

Toronto practitioner. 

  

https://jbs.org/alert/stop-federal-vaccine-database-bill-h-r-550/?mc_cid=7781aaec07&mc_eid=bc551482f0
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2021-12-31%20The%20Myth%20of%20Safe%20Vaccination%20-%20HIstory%20of%20Vaccines%20Cause%20of%20Epi.pdf
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134.  The Great Barrington Declaration 

 As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists we have grave concerns about the 

damaging physical and mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an 

approach we call Focused Protection.  
 910,000 signatures 

 Link their site and add your name. 

o "While many governments continued with their failed lockdown and other restrictive 
policies, things have moved in the right direction. For example, most schools have re -
opened, most countries prioritized older people for vaccination and Florida rejected 
restrictions in favor of focused protection without the negative consequences that 
lockdowners predicted. 

  
o While occasionally censored, we have not been silenced. Since authoring the Declaration in 

October 2020, the three of us have actively advocated for focused protection through social 
media, op-eds and interviews on, for example,  vaccine passports and natural immunity. 

  
o We have also launched Collateral Global, a charity staffed with academics from across 

the world to document and disseminate information about the collateral dam age of the 
restrictive measures so that we don’t repeat the mistakes of this pandemic and are able to 
inform future policy with evidence and analysis. Collateral Global is crowdfunding so that 
this work can be done to the highest possible standards. You ar e welcome to join us and 
help us in those efforts at  www.collateralglobal.org, as well as follow us on Twitter, etc. 
We are also planning an initiative on scientific freedom soon."  

  

https://gbdeclaration.org/
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=1d5xvk406n8g5jamlitxsptlpiskyzgd6bbrpbecnvrzggk9sveo9mqcankzlhuok8hj9jec8v34sd5g6k7dklfxfia8rovypcz59shhus5t65z6t8634rxqbllalamimi7tix4vwm289miik69t624ur8ay9y3b5iobmb2hdkhztegfw8iaq70u6jq52saf7lyt2r6hg&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=6ny73it9l38bup3tjzrig4nhx3uq2o18h01yhdh5in46loc93p56r176l21cdtyoykr9nhv1pvqlehb9xv606dsqj8sjxw0i0pa2eix1kc6rhs7505slai2kmcek2de3bsmokushufzlg30o5u9bclj18h9ze0gsnsj450jmcb92gy75zwh8y16c94f21wuf5p3x&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=tugopyjej103jc1yyqejhrxel9aydwed588b9jlkze5r44uwo1meyrnl696cp8tzgg7wk1u1wejgpv1ksmdhwrmgnozv14shjabrbkwtz3yi423uc2xnk7je3yliyui9b1jhw540ydkpee46a2mpciuykbsvepacu9oimquldqwr1i9lwdkvcdfj2j1adktsl174j2ebz1izo&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=3sxle0l4pyh4dlf7whp9ehul22eh5i3iw2vsofh78tazrcj7xepbg27n05le6jwaial5fmflsvedrn1gjtlmx17y7rnrt2l8dkpfuyg1rmkjg9012z2dxas267rug5e7sfzu3oza3509t2vphr4hkt4n2uwg90se8bruqvgytk009emhceca16w94nb0697hcyrft7d9la0hmr6&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=cx692arg9wgqd8llk93d1r3fs1vnzbrqse7j8fgd71lmixnwdaeyoy7zf1l8zuk8n5eppt3mxnnzqwm110mgdx5krcwdt78cemxd44ee8ton2voh6ritz7ihcn9bip4zs9wh3b0o4lm6qa0hewh0s78evfqzcy0bb5thrincwsnr0hcloogxiochfyk8oymd0vecq85xbdvwb1rsh3e09xwphpcqp8uhn&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=ohpu9phip0h5sptedrr1iz8uhrysg6y5wohmpwu5c325tbmwnc1w981avhijf1uwh8wu037cw2yepgupjy32hphuom6iq1l4v29vqk579aoqqwcg0n1kee50ueeppm9y4m2lxf9vc&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
http://track.gbdeclaration-email.org/?xtl=ohpu9phip0h5sptedrr1iz8uhrysg6y5hzuclueucqskn3qd9w0sc8ufdsqdwxbtjwedb0ijsp3q1ja6koouuetjnhmjqthh08ubtmm4qkzglehwlz9nivpdpq2cjrzucsge1wwze&eih=zqov2kblspembj1w0kt9udjz4yqhn7zewyumqqz1q9bhp9yndxi4x7f
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135.  Wall Street Journal Omicron Makes Biden's Mandates Obsolete  

 While the U.S. Supreme Court is currently weighing whether to allow President Joe Biden’s 
vaccine mandate for employers to stand, the Wall Street Journal said Sunday the issue is already 
moot. 

 “Federal courts considering the Biden administration’s vaccination mandates — including the 
Supreme Court at Friday’s oral argument — have focused on administrative-law issues. The 
decrees raise constitutional issues as well. But there’s a simpler reason the justices should stay 
these mandates: the rise of the Omicron var iant,” the paper wrote 
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/omicron-makes-bidens-vaccine-mandates-obsolete-covid-
healthcare-osha-evidence-supreme-court-11641760009). 

 The Omicron variant now accounts for nearly every new case of the virus blanketing the U.S., the 
Centers For Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported last week. The new strain represented 
95.4% of sequenced COVID-19 cases during the week ending on New Year’s Day, while the once -
dominant Delta variant made up just only 4.6% of sequenced cases, the  CDC said. 

 "It would be irrational, legally indefensible, and contrary to the public interest for government to 
mandate vaccines absent any evidence that the vaccines are effective in stopping the spread of the 
pathogen they target. Yet that’s exactly what’s happening here,” the article noted.  

 The Journal continued: 

 “One preprint study found that after 30 days the Moderna and Pfizer vaccines no longer had any 
statistically significant positive effect against Omicron infection, and after 90 days, their effec t 
went negative — i.e., vaccinated people were more susceptible to Omicron infection. Confirming 
this negative efficacy finding, data from Denmark and the Canadian province of Ontario indicate 
that vaccinated people have higher rates of Omicron infection t han unvaccinated people.  

 Meantime, it has long been known that vaccinated people with breakthrough 
infections are highly contagious, and preliminary data from all over the world 
indicate that this is true of Omicron as well. As CDC Director Rochelle Walens ky put it 
last summer, the viral load in the noses and throats of vaccinated people infected with 
Delta is ‘indistinguishable’ from that of unvaccinated people, and ‘what [the vaccines] 
can’t do anymore is prevent transmission." Liberty Overwatch source.  
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136.  According to the documents, NIAID, under direction of Dr. Fauci, proceeded with the 

research at the Wuhan Virology Lab in China and at several sites other across the US. 

 

137.  The Pentagon knew that Ivermectin and Hydroxychloriquine worked. 

 Posted on Telegram by Max McGuire.

 

138.  A Report from an Indiana life insurance company raises serious concerns 

 Davison said the increase in deaths represents huge huge numbers and that's not elderly people who are 

dying, but primarily working age people 18 to 64 who are the employees of companies that have group 
life insurance plans through OneAmerica". 

 

139.  Understanding Socialism, Communism and Marxism 

  

https://thepostmillennial.com/project-veritas-releases-military-documents-that-contradict-fauci-gain-of-function?utm_campaign=64502
https://thepostmillennial.com/project-veritas-releases-military-documents-that-contradict-fauci-gain-of-function?utm_campaign=64502
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/what-if-the-largest-experiment-on?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo0NjEwNjc0NiwicG9zdF9pZCI6NDY0OTc5NzEsIl8iOiJZRDRNMyIsImlhdCI6MTY0MjAyNTk4NywiZXhwIjoxNjQyMDI5NTg3LCJpc3MiOiJwdWItNTgzMjAwIiwic3ViIjoicG9zdC1yZWFjdGlvbiJ9.jDOmFa3fhNibX
https://newswithviews.com/understanding-socialism-communism-and-marxism/
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140.  Blackrock, GlaxoSmithKline and the Great Reset 
 

 "The system shaves the dice on the side of those with money and power, and anyone who believes 
otherwise deserves anything that happens to him." James Lee Burke, Author 

 

141.  New Details Emerge About Coronavirus Research At Chinese Lab 

 
 The closest relative of  SARS-COV-2 which causes Covid-19 is a virus found in bats. 

 Newly release documents provide details of U.S. funded research on several types of coronaviruses at the 
Wuhan Institute of Virology in China. 

 

142.  Effectiveness of Adding a Mask Recommendation to Other Public Health Measures to Prevent 

SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Danish Mask Wearers : A Randomized Controlled Trial 

 Conclusion: The recommendation to wear surgical masks to supplement other public health measures did 
not reduce the SARS-CoV-2 infection rate among wearers by more than 50% in a community with 

modest infection rates, some degree of social distancing, and uncommon general mask use. The data were 
compatible with lesser degrees of self-protection. 

143.  Pfizer CEO Admits COVID-19 Created in Lab 

 

 

144.  COVID REVEALED - DVD SET WHERE MD'S EXPLAIN THE LIES 

  

https://newswithviews.com/blackrock-glaxosmithkline-and-the-great-reset/
https://theintercept.com/2021/09/06/new-details-emerge-about-coronavirus-research-at-chinese-lab/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33205991/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33205991/
https://www.infowars.com/posts/bombshell-pfizer-ceo-admits-covid-19-created-in-lab/
https://vrevealed.com/c19/own/gold/
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145.  More evidence Covid was tinkered with in a lab 
 

 Scientists find virus contains tiny chunk of DNA that matches sequence patented by Moderna  three years 
before pandemic began. 

 

146.  Florida Governor out smarts California and New York per Wall Street Journal 

 

 

147.  Montana Election CTCL Zucker Bucks by County 

 

 

148.  Montana Election 2020 Zuckerberg CTCL Influence Map  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears-study-finds-genetic-code-Covids-spike-protein-linked-Moderna-patent.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/vindication-for-ron-desantis-11614986751
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2022-02-24%20Election%20Montana%20CTCL%20Zucker%20Bucks%20by%20County.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2022-02-24%20Montana%20Election%202020%20Zuckerberg%20CTCL%20Influence.pdf
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